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VOLUME

A Lli U Q U E RQ 0 E, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 12, 1902

1G

that no cause of r.ction is
presented against the Amalgamated
who held

ALTCELOJS DEAD.
J-

-

Failed

HAVE

SAFE CRACKERS.
Good Hauls Were Made In Kentucky
and Pennsylvania.
New Castle, Ky., March 12. The
0
Bank of New Castle was robbed of
in cash, a lot of jewelry belonging
to Isaack W. Kelly, its president, and
u00 worth of stamps, early today.

to Rally From
'

'V

company.

$!,-50-

Attack.

SIT

DOWN.

Strike Stops Work in
.

Factories.

A Texas Wind.
Houston. Texas, March 12. A wind
storm did ictne damage in the outer
portion of the city last night, wrecking twenty houses, mostly small residences. Thcie was no loss of life, and
the property damage was $15,000.

A GOODHAUL.

Committee Selects the Nicaragua Route.

Titusville. Pa.. March 12. Safe Senate Will Investigate Transcrackers blew open the vault of the
Farmer's bank of Townville l.i3t night
port Service.
and stole $8,0(H).
Fights in Manchuria.
St. Petersburg, March 12. A num- Did Hopkins Deceive House
Dramatic Tests of Towels Saturated
ber of engagements between the Rus
sian troops and Tungese have occurred
With Chloroform.
on Census Bureau?
in Manchuria in the pact two months.
Y
Several bands of raiding Tungeses
were dispersed and 233 raiders were
WESTERN UNION CHANGES.
RECIPROCltY ROW.
killed or wounded. The Russian casualties were light.
Joliet. 111., March 12. Former GovDoorkeeper Glenn Dead.
Boston, March 12. The strike of GOO
ernor John P. Altgeld died at the Hotel
Washington, March 12. Doorkeeper
Monroe this morning at 7:09 o'clock. Glenn, of the house of representatives. New York, New Haven & Hartford
Ho had been unconscious since mid- died this afternoon of acute inflamma- railroad freight handlers, which began
Saturday, has extended until there
night. Governor Altgeld wa9 the prin- tion of the lungs. He was a resident last
20,000 men idle in thia city. Of
are
r
cipal speaker at a
meetmass
of New York.
these 3,000 to 5,000 were employed by
ing last night in the Joliet theater.
manufacturing companies, which have
MACCABEE ARRESTED.
Just at the close of his speech, a sudbeen compelled to shut down because
den dizziness Beized him, and he was
Finance Keeper Confessed of the difficulty of handling freight. If
assisted from the stage. Several vomthe threats of strike leaders are lorne
a Shortage cf $57,000.
iting spells seized him, and these conPort Huron, Mich., March 12. Chas. out, this day will see the movement extinued for nearly an hour. Physicians
finance keep- tended to the building trades unions
were hastily summoned and Governor D. Thompson,
Altgeld was carried to the hotel across er of the supreme tent. Knights of and unions connected with foreign
trafllc. The business men
the street. He retained consciousness Maccabe.es, who confessed a shortage steamship
and urged the newspaper men to keep of $57,000, vos arrested today on a are staggered by the strike.
the affair quiet for fear of alarming complaint sworn out by Sheriff Maines.
SENATOR IIANNA INTERESTED.
his wife. Shortly before midnight he
Washington,
March 12. Senator
M. Jones.
Major
W.
became unconscious and lemained in
12.
Major Wil-le- Hanna is looking into the strike situaMarch
Texas,
Waco.
this condition until his death. The
M. Jones, one of the pioneers of tion at Boston.
cause of death is given as cerebral Texas,
dropped dead in a street car of
hemorrhages, there being been apolep-ti- paralysis.
WANT TO KNOW.
He was 78 years of age.
seizure of the brain.
Ever since the failure of the Globe
Senate Asks Questions About the GovATTEMPT TO ROB.
Savings bank, in 1890, in which. he was
ernment Transport Service.
involved. Mr. Altgeld has not been
Washington. March 12. In the senwell, and for some months after the
ate, Mr. Rawlins, of Utah, Introduced
Spalding crash it was feared his death Celso
a resolution, which was adopted, diHold
Tried
Up
to
Apodara
was only a question of a short time.
recting the secretary of war to send to
When it was learned he was a victim
the senate the reports of Inspectors
G.
Stevens.
Char'es
of locomotor ataxia, his friends gave
Carpenter and Maus and any other inup; but he rallied, although he was
formation he may have in relation to
never again his old, vigorous self,
transport service between the Unitthe
WAS BOUND OVER.
irately, however, the disease marked
ed States and the Philippines, and eshim strongly, and Quite recently his
pecially regarding the free transportaappearance has caused grave forebod
tion of individuals.
ings and anxiety. His mind was just
Celso Apodaca, an all around bad
Mr. Cullom, chairman of the commitas clear and active as of old. but the man. arrested for an attempt at high- tee on foreign relations, reported favflesh was weak.
way robbery, was bound over to the orably on the bill authorizing the presGovernor Altgeld, in the speech grand jury this morning in Judge ident to extend to the government of
which was fated to be his last, de- Crawford's court Bond fixed at $500. France an invitation to Join the govclared that all friends of humanity
Last Saturday night Charles G. Stev- ernment and people of the United
owed a debt of gratitude to Governor ens, a carpenter living on South States in the dedication of the monusoissuing
for
proclamation
Yates
the
Fourth street went in to Mrs. Ed. ment to Count De Rochambeau to be
liciting assistance for Doer women and Greenleaf'8 store on South Second unveiled in this city on May 24 next.
camps
children in the concentration
Mr. Hoar, of Massachusetts, offered
street to pay some house rent. He
which the British are maintaining in had a $20 bill for which Mrs. Greenleaf an amendment including in the Invitaspeaker
Africa.
South
said the could not make change. Celso Apod- tion the family of Marquis De La
The
people of America raised a large sum aca, who was standing near, walked up Fayette. The amendment was agreed
to relieve the distressed Boer women to the counter, picked tne bill up and to and the bill passed.
and children, but were unable to send said that he knew where to get change.
The senate resumed consideration
it to them because Lord Pauncefote, Mr. Stevens not knowing the man took of the ship subsidy bill, Mr. McCumlier,
obBritish ambassador at Washington,
bill from his hands and went into of North Dakota, speaking for the
jected. He further charged that Ixrd the
a meat market near by to get the bill measure.
Pauncefote had for years meddled in busted. Apodaca followed him. StevMr. Depew followed Mr. McCumber
American affairs.
in a speech earnestly supporting the
ens
place
to
Mrs.
returned
Greenleaf's
No post mortem will be held as the
We were looking
gave her the money due, being sev- ship subsidy bill.
family is content with the statement and
becoming a world power,
to
forward
put
eral
dollars
and
his
in
the
balance
by physicians that he died from cere- pocket and
home, going west but were, he said, hindered because we
bral hemorrhage. The remains will be on Atlantic started
Anybody ac- lacked the means of communication.
avenue.
embalmed and brought to Chicago this quainted with that district,
knows that
AFTER HOPKINS NOW.
afternoon.
Atlantic avenue Is quite a dark street.
got
Mr.
way
When
Stevens
about
half
MRS. ALTGELD PROSTRATED.
It Is Charged That He Deceived the
Chicago, .March 12. Mrs. Altgeld, down the block, between Second and
House.
widow of the former governor, was Third streets, he noticed Apodaca gainWashington. March 12. The house
on
ing
him
his
were
and
actions
rather resumed consideration of the postoffice
prostrated by her husband's death, and
grave apprehension is felt, as she has suspicious. Stevens turned on the appropriation bill. Mr. Sims, of Tenwould-bstop nessee, reviewed the facts in connecand
robber
told
him
to
been in delicate health for two years.
or he would put a hole in him. Apod- tion
the enactment of the permaaca sprang up close and cried "hands nent with
NICARAGUA ROUTE.
law. It had been
census
up" at the same time putting his hand the intention bureau
the house and
It Will be Reported by the Senate Com- In his hip pocket. After a little par- senate, he said,ofto both
enact a provision to
mittee.
ley during which time Stevens was
al! employes of the census buWashington, March 12. The senate backing toward Second street. Reach- cover
Into the classified service, end
reau
on
Isthmian canal decided ing the corner he ran into a near-bcommittee
eligible for transfer, but
by a vote of 7 to 4 to report the Hep- store, recovered from his fright and make them
had substituted the proconferees
the
providing
burn bill
for the construction went home by a different route from vision which defeated the object
of
''" an Isthmian canal via the Nicaragua the first one taken. Since then Apod- sought by the two houses. He charged
route.
aca has been in hiding and was not that Mr. Hopkins, of Illinois, who preseen until last night when he was sented the conference report, deceived
RATHER DRAMATIC.
picked up in a down town saloon by the house. Mr. Hopkins' action, he deA Towel, Saturated with Chloroform, one of City Marshal McMillin's men. clared, called for the strongest cenApodaca has quite a long police rec- sure by the house, but as that gentleWas Burned.
New York, March 12. In the Patrick ord having been arrested several times man was not present he would not pro
murder trial today the prosecution of- for stealing overcoats, horses and bi- pose any action along that line. was reThe Pacific cable discussion
fered to demonstrate the truth of Valet cycles.
Rubl, arrested for steal- newed. Mr. Corliss, of Michigan, made
Jones' testimony, that after chloro- ingMagdalena
W.
F. Switzer's bicycle a week ago an attack upon Mr. Richardson, of Alaforming Rice, the aged Texas millionSaturday night, pleaded guilty to tne bama, In replying to the latter's speech
aire, he threy the towel, wet with chlo- charge
and was given- 90 days in the of a few days ago. He asked why Mr.
roform, into a grate and set it on Are,
when "it burned as though saturated county jail.
Richardson had not waited until the
Lemanda Garcia gave a peace bond bill was properly before the house bewith oil." Recorder Goff directed that
the doctors representing the prosecu- for $250 for declaring vengeance fore rushing to the defense of a telegraph corporation. Mr. Corliss critition and defense make a test during against Todosio Sandoval.
Harry Dunbar, who has the record of cised F. B. Thurber, president of the
the recess today and report the result
to the court. After the test was made, killing several men in the lower coun- United States Export association,
F. B. House, senior counsel tor Pat- - try, and has been In police court sev- whom he coupled with the officers of
times lately, was given sixty days, the American Asiatic association and
" rick, said that in the test made by Dr. eral
for being drunk, disorderly, slapping styled them ''Devils duet in the garb
Girdner for the defense, it burned nine one
of the doves on the acre and sev- of heavenly twins." seeking to mislead
minutes and smouldered twenty-eigh- t
the public and conceal the Iniquity of
minutes before it was reduced to ashes. eral other small offenses.
the cable monopoly.
In the test by Dr. Schultz for the prosOfficers Elected.
ecution it burned two minutes and
The officers elected last night by
MAY GET TOGETHER.
smouldered half an hour. ,
the United
Commercial
Trtvelers The Two Factions on Cuban Recipwere: J. Campfleld, senior councellor;
TELEGRAPH CHANGE.
rocity May Compromise.
C. O. Cushman, Junior councillor; J.
Washington. March 12. There are
New President of the Western Union H. O'Rieliy, past councillor; F. Spitz,
secretary and treasurer? Fnot Mov. indications that the republicans of the
Telegraph Company.
will compromise on the Cuban
Chicago. March 12. Col. R. C. Clow-ry- , ers. conductor; Alfred Singer, page; house
reciprocity, the basis being a 20 per
vice president and general superin- C. D. Goff, sentry; executive commit- cent
reduction to continue two years.
tendent of the Western Union Tele- tee, B. Flesher, C. O. Cushman. E. B. Leaders
of both sides have been congraph company, was today elected Harsch.
ferring during the afternoon with the
president, succeeding Thoruas T. Eck-erview of reaching an agreement on
District Court.
retired.
lines. The opposition to the
these
The
court
morning
this
overruled
was
chairelected
General Eckert
demurrer of defendants, J. G. Albrigut ways and means committee has gone
man of the board of directors.
et al, In case of F. L. Pearce vs Dollie into conference in the committee room
Monbars. et al, suit to enforce me- of William Allen Smith to consider the
Demurrer Sustained.
New York, March 12. The demurrer chanics lien on property at corner of compromise overtures.
interposed by the Amalgamated
Third street and Copper avenue.
MAY CONFESS.
company to the actions brought
In the case of New Mexico Savings
apainst it and the Boston & Montana & Trust Co.vs C. Sanchez, et al. suit Negro Women and White Men ResponConsolidated Copper& Silver Mining to forclose a mortgage, demurer of
sible for Murders.
company, by James A. Forrester and plaintiff to defendant's answer was
Texas, March 12. It is
John MacCinnls, has been sustained by overruled, and guardian ad litem ruled theBeaumont.
theory of the police that an orJustice Beach, of the supreme court. to answer to the complaint.
ganized band of negro women and

'

'

pro-Boe-

y

c

e

y

-

t.

Co-p-

white men Is responsible for the recent murdcts after robbery here. The
sheriff hfiR a woman In the "sweat
Ikx" whom ho believes to be the leader
and believes she will shortly confess.

Rebels Defeated.

Hong Kong, March 12. Marshal Su,
who recently arrived on the scene of
the Kwang Si rebellion and took command of the Imperial forces, defeated
the rebels at Lung Chow. Su expects
to suppress the rising In a month.
Miss Roosevelt's Trip.

Havana,

March 12. Miss
Alice
Roosevelt,
daughter of President
Roosevelt, accompanied by a party of
friends, including Senator Thomas C.
Piatt, of New York, arrived here today. ,

' Bought In Pueblo.
Pueblo', Match 12. Paul Morton, of
the Santa Fc company, hps purchased
one of the best business locations in
Alva Adthis city from
ams, and will make extensive improvements. Consideration. $."5,000.
River Steamer Sank.
VIcksburg, Miss., March 12. News
reached here this afternoon that the
steamer City of Providence was sunk
at Davis Bend. It Is reported the engineer, clerk and fifteen or sixteen
negroes are drowned.
Two Officers Killed.
Cape Town, March 12. During a
skirmish near Pearston, Cape Colony,
on March 10, Commandant Ovendaal
and Field Cornet Van Der Walt were
killed.

OFFICIAL

0.

Morgan

MATTERS.
Takes Charge

Llewellyn

as Surveyor General.
LAND CONTEST.

.Governor

appointed

Otero

S. E.

of Raman, McKinley county, a
notary public.
'
SURVEYOR GENERAL.
Morgan O. Llewellyn received a dls
patch from the general land office ordering him to assume the duties of sur
veyor general of New Mexico, to which
office he was appointed several weeks
ago, and for which his commission is
on the way from Washington. In ae
cordance with the order Mr. Llewellyn
relieved cjulnby Vance as surveyor
general of the territory and took
charge of the office.
Lewis

TERRITORIAL

FUNDS.

Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
received the following
remittances:
From Fred Muller, treasurer and col
lector of Santa Fe county, $6.77 of 18'J9
taxes; $G.05 of l'JOO taxes; $248.32 of
1801 taxes. From John Spears, treas
urer and collector of McKinley county,
$1.(19 of 19O0 taxes, and $3U1 of 1901
taxes. From Charles llolman, treas
urer and collector of Mora county.
$4.48 of 1900 taxes, and $53.19 of 1901
taxes.
A LAND CONTEST.

The general land office has set April
28, as the date of a hearing before
United States Commissioner Harry F,
Lee at Albuquerque, in the contest of
John E. M. Roper vs. the Territory of
Roper contests for a
New Mexico.
qtmrter section of land in the Manzano
mountains in Valencia county, which
has been filed upon by the territorial
land board and which filing has been
npproved by the department of the in
terior. Roper claims to have settled
upon the land before the territory filed
upon it.

country that a more central headquarters Is now necessary and general of
fices will be moved to Chicago.
Mr. Estea Is personally opposed to
strikes. He was accompanied as far

AHOTHER

as Needles by S. P. Coffer, vice president, who has charge of Arizona and
New Mexico.

Choctaw Will Build In
to Albuquerque.

DELIGHTFUL

ANOTHER NEW ROUTE.
Direct

Line

From

Mexico

to Kansas City.
Following is the route submitted to
the Mexican government for the proposed system of railroad from the
C'.ty f Mexico to Kansas City, which
will shorten the distance several hundred miles: City of Mexico to Tampl-fo- ,
as per the Honey concession for
the Pachuca road; Tamplca to the
northern frontier, striking the Rio
Grande north of Matamora, thence to

San Antonio, Texas, where it will connect with a line direct to Kansas City.
The Mexican government Is deeply
interested in the development of the
frontier between Nuevo Laredo and
Matamoras. which contains rick agricultural valley lands, and the concession granted is liberal enough to insure the construction of this line.

RECEPTION.

The Rev. H. J. and Mrs. Powell Warm
ly Welcomed to Albuquerque.
Tho reception tendered the Rev. H.
and Mrs. Powell last even
Directors Authorized Exten J.ingPowell
by the members of the Baptist
church was largely attended. The Rev.
sion From Amarillo.
George H. Brewer presided during the
short program which included a recitation by Miss Morehead, a vocal solo
Air Line to St. Louis and Atlantic by Mr. Napier and two bass solos by
A. L. Newton.
Mr. Brewer extended
the welcome for the church and con
Seaboard.
gregation while brief addresses were
made on behalf of other churches by
the Rev. T. C. Beattie, Robert Renison.
EAST AND WEST LINE.
A.' C. Bunker and W. J. Marsh.
Mr.
Powell responded most gracefully.
Light
refreshments were served.
A special dispatch from Philadelphia
to the St. lxuis
says:
P. J. Murphy, city marshal of Las
ine officers of the Choctaw, Okla- Vegas, passed through the city this
homa & uul Railroad company have morning enroute home from Lob Lun-adecided to build the line arther west,
He had wl-- a htm Ernest Fleck and
and the directors have authorized the Isaac Norman, the runaway boys who
extension fiOm Amarillo, Texas, to Al left Las Vegas about a week ago and
buquerque, N. M. This will add about were captured by the officers at Los
U00 miles to the road, and will give an Lunas. From tue way they hung on
outlet to a part of the country in which to Mr. Murphy's coat tall, they were
it can find a ready market for its coal glad that they were going home.
and products raised along the line, it Neither looked to be more than 14
is estimated that the cost will be about years old. Mr. Murphy reports that
1 13,000.000, wnlch is to be provided
quite a little excitement was created
lor by the Issue of $0,600,000 S per cent in the quiet .ittle'town of Los Lunas
bonds under the consolidated mortgage this morning by Are In a vacant house
of l02, issuable at the rate of $15,000 owned by Hon. Solomon Luna. The
a mile, and by the issue of $0,500,000 house which is Just east of the depot
common stock. The stock) Is to be of- is supposed to have been set on fire by
fered to the preferred and common tramps, who are In the habit of makstockholders at par, making an allot- ing it their headquarters while in that
ment of alwut 45 per cent.
city. The loss Is considered to be
"The Choctaw railroad Is now engag- about fifty
dollars.
ed in constructing branches to connect
with the Atchison at Amarillo and with
WILL SETTLE LAND.
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at a
point south of McAlester."
Tho Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf road
is one of the coming systems of the Santa Fe Starts Big
Movement to
southwest and is already a big system.
"
The eastern terminus la Mempnls,
Bring
West.
Globe-Komocr-

s.

Tenn., where direct connections are
made and a traffic arrangement Is in
effect for through business to the At
lantic coast at Newport News, Va., di
rect north to St. Louis, Louisville and
Cincinnati, and to New Orleans. The
road passes through Arkansas, Indian
Territory and Oklahoma and is now in
operation as far west as Amarillo, Tex.
It penetrates the wonderful timber and
coal regions of Arkansas, and comes
through the cotton and fruit belt of Ok'
lanoroa into Oklahoma City. At that
point direct connection is made with
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, one of the Gould systems, and a
road which opens up to Albuquerque
northeastern Oklahoma, the north part
of Indian Territory, southeastern Kan
sas and Missouri and gives an almost
air line to St. Louis.
The Choctaw extends west from Ok
lahoma City through El Reno, the principal town in the north halt of the last
country opened up, through the rich
cattle country In the Panhandle of
Texas and Is now In operation to Amarillo.
The preliminary survey west from
Amarillo has been made through the
new town of Tucumcarl on the Rock
Island. If this survey Is adopted It
will make Tucumcarl an Important
railroad point, as the junction point of
the Rock Island, the Dawson branch
and the Choctaw. Whatever route is
adopted, it will give Albuquerque direct connection with the Rock Island
road and the chances are largely in
favor of connection with Tucumcarl.
it is not believed the road will stop
here, but that It will be extended west,
through Durango aud connect with
Senator Clark's road from Salt Lake to
Ixs Angeles. This will give to the
Clark road its greatly desired eastern
outlet and it is probable the Clark Interests are behind it.
To Albuquerque It will not only mean
a through east and west line, air line
connections with St. Louis, the Atlan-tiseaboard and eastern points, but it
will, probably mean the location of
shops. The Choctaw has shops at
City and Albuquerque would bo
the next logical point. The coming of
the Choctaw to New Mexico means
more ac tual benefit to the territory
than will be derived from the Rock
Island or any other road, as It opens
up an entirely new territory and will
be tho only east and west line for
New Mexico. The granting of authority to build to this city means an Albuquerque of 25,000 people at once, and
is the best ot the many good things
which have come to Albuquerque

c

INCORPORATION.
The Southern Pacific Railroad com'
pany filed Incorporation papers of the
consolidation of the road In California,
Arizona and New Mexico, in the office
of Territorial Secretary J. W. Ray
nobis. The Incorporators and directors
K. H. Harriman, Charles H.
are:
Tweed, of New York: J. Kruttschuitt
William F. Herrin, William Sproule,
Homer S. King, of San Francisco;
I lay ward, of San Mateo, Cal.; J.
N. T.
L. Slanson. of Los Angeles;
Smith, of San Carlos, Cal.; and J. L.
Willcutt, of Oakland, Cal. The capital
stork Is $159,455,01(0. divided Into
shares, of which $128,377.9ti0 is
paid up. The road as consolidated has
a mileage of 5,4c(i.89 miles, of which
IDS miles are in New Mexico. The incorporation fee paid was $208.

Proposed

NUMBER 93

Ok-laho-

lately.

No one has been more active In efforts to get the Choctaw here than
H. B. Fergusson. and he Is delighted
over the success of his efforts. "When
this road gets in here, nothing can
Btop us and Albuquerque will l a city
of liio.ooo people in two years. It will
le a second Denver. An east and west
Uirough trunk line is Just what we
want. President Gowen has never
concealed from me the fact that they
are going on to the coast. I don't know
what the western terminus will be, but
imagine it will be San Diego."
President Estes here.
A large number of railroad men gathered In the K. of P. hall last night to
hear an aduress by George Estes, president of the United Brotherhood of
Railway Employes, on the objects of
his organization. Mr. Estes has been
to New Orleans in the interest of the
order and is on his way back to San
Francisco, the headquarters of the or-

Settlers

AN ORGANIZED BUREAU.

The Santa Fe railway has Bet on foot
a big movement to populate the land
lying along Its route from Kansas City
to Old Mexico. E. H. Andrus, who, for
seven years was in charge of the Union Pacific land office in Kansas City,
has been appointed general immigration agent for the Santa Fe, and has
already entered upon the work of his
new office. He proposes to revive some
o. the methods which were so successfully employed twenty years ago in
getting eel tiers into western Kansas
and Nebraska, and he confidently believes that thousands of people will bo
Induced to move to the land .he has
charge of within the next few years.
The Santa Fe, like most other railways of the country, received large
grants of land from the government
when it was being constructed. It
owned all the soil for twenty miles on
both sides of its tracks. When it got
into financial difficulties a few years
ago, it soiu all this land to seven large
syndicates which are now controlled
by European capital. The passage of
the. land luto other hands did not make
the officials of the Santa Fe any less
alive to the desirability of populating it
than they were before. Every family
located upon it will increase the
road's earnings. The syndicates that
own the land have now pooled their
interests, and have made an arrangement with the Santa Fe whereby the
railway company Is to perform the
principal part In promoting immigration to it, and Mr. Andrus will have
charge of this part .of its business.
"There are 4,500,000 acres ot vacant
land Iving along its route which the
Santa Fe formerly owned and 1,500,000
acres almost contiguous to it which Is
still government property," said Mr.
Andrus yesterday. "Of the land belonging to the syndicates about 500,000
acres is in central KassaB. 1,000,000
acres in western Kansas, of which
500,000 acres is being made good corn
land; 1,000,000 acres In the irrigated
distr.ct of Colorado and New Mexico,
and alien'. 2,000.000 acres of grazing
land, a large part of which Is in the
Pecos valley. New Mexico.

Most of

this land Is as good as that of Oklahoma, to which so many thousands of
people have been rushing during the
last few years. The fact that 11 lies
close to one of the greatest railway
lines In the world Increases its value,
and it will be sold very cheaply.
"Our purpose Is to begin at once attracting the attention of the people of
the country to these Immense tracts of
lands. We intend to advertise their
advantages In every way we can. Beginning ii, a short time low rate excursions will be run to them every
week. On the first and third Tuesdays
of each month excursions will be run
from the states east of the Missouri
river, and on the second and fourth
Tuesdays from those west of the Mis-

souri.
"We Intend to do most of our missionary work In the east. I shall start
in a few days for a trip to Chicago,
Pittsburg, Philadelphia, New York,
Boston and other eastern titles where
permanent agents will be appointed to
begin work at once."
Mr. Andrus has opened an office in
room 6 of the Union dcKt building at
Kansas City. Miss Clara F. Dill, who
was In his office when he was with the
Unidn Pacific I.and company, will be
der.
his chief clerk and will have charge of
The order is a little over a year old the office when he Is absent. Miss Dill
but it has a membership of over CO. 000 has an expr
knowledge of western
and is so well distributed over the lands.
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HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

Stationery,
LOWNEY'S CANDIES,
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS
CARVED LEATHER GOODS at"

.....

O. A. MATSCN
o$ W. Railroad Ave

9

&

CO.,

Albuquerque, New Hex

B H BRIOOS& Co.

Is a specific remedy for all ailments
of the stomach, liver and liowels, and
one that Is backed by hundreds of testimonials received during the past
fifty years. We would therefore urge
every sufferer from Indigestion, dysconstipation, sick
pepsia, flatulency,
headache or liver and kidney troubles
to give It a trial. It will surely cure
you. The genuine must have our private stamp over the neck of the lottle.

force after July 1 subject to the regulations of the civil service act. This
course will provide an experienced
working force at the start.
One of the largest advertising

tracts ever entered upon in this

con-

coun-

try was that of a Chicago department
store, which a short time ago engaged
to run a page "ad" every day for a
year at the price of $120,000. Albuquerque merchants are hardly yet educated up to that point, but their Ideas
of the value of advertising are immensely broader than they were a few
yeais ago.

Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubber Supplies,
Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.
Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.
Corner Cold Avenue and First Street.

A
A
A

Thousands of Yards New Wash Goods Sacrificed

HUGHES & McCREIOHT. Publishers

In cross examination, by
objections, by entangling witnesses, by
circumstantial evidence, by all the
means known to lawyers whereby they
may embarrass the opposition, he tries
to throw discredit on the prisoner at
the bar and to trick the Jury into a ver
dict tcr conviction. Ho presents one
side only without any reference to
what the defense may be able to es
tablish. Hi3 reputation 83 an attorney
is based on Lis ability to prove the
original charges. A public attorney is
a success or a failure, according to the
number of convictions he has secured.
As though the ends of Justice were not
-erred as well by the acquittal of an
nnfv,pnt pergon M ,)y tne convlcUon
I of a guilty one.

to that end.

From the Republican.
The school board should not lose
sight of the fact that a good school
house is badly needed in Tierra Am- -

BATISTES

SCOTCH I.AWNS

A

all colors,

25 pieces of them

small and large patterns; goods
we bought to sell at 10c, go at
a yard

A
A
A

A
A

FRENCH GINGHAMS
The very

finest,

Flfty-Sevcn-

all

colors,

stripes and checks; none worth
less than 18c; special sale price,
yard

10 cents

tt

r'f;

15c

for; our price,

-

"

cts

121-- 2

MADRAS

PERCALSS

Finest Imported fancy striped
shirting and shirt waist madras,
'" a.. co,oM; wou.d be cheap at
20c: our special price, yard

36 Inches wide; the very finest
quality; in all the latest striped

Jfgjj

per rara

cents

9 cents

LEON B. STERN'S,

A
A

220 Railroad Avenue.

A
A
A
A

cents

-

1

I

maicn-maKin- g

1

others ask
Per yard

All swell new styles In scroll,
satin striped, dot and figured effects; nevcr BO,d for ,e8S than
25c; special sale price, yard

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT

KA

I

j

A

1

Vw

beautiful variety of patterns
elect from;
andark

11

t!

I

A

CORDED MMITIE8

8 cents

4 cents

arilla.
The residents of Tierra Amarilla
will probably hear the whistle of the
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed.
Santa Fe locomotive before next
Christmas.
Published Daily and Weekly.
Senator T. D. Burns, Mrs. Burns and
maid, returned from Trimble Springs,
near Durango, Tuesday. Senator Burns
says the reported discovery of gold at
Trimble Springs is no false rumor.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches
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PRICES CUT RIGHT NOW TO LESS THAN OTHERS WILL ASK NEXT OCTOBER

TIERRA AMARILLA.

jfdbuqtifrque Daily (Jifijfi)
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cents

CUALLIES

SATEEN

A limited quantity of printed
satin striped wool challies, beautiful colorings; a pretty fabric
for gowns and dress sacques;
worth regular 59c per yard; our
special price

extra fine quality Mercerized
Dress Sateens; would be cheap
at 25c yard; as long as they last
per yard

39 cents

15 Cents

MERCERIZED Zephyrs
This is a very pretty cloth,
looks like silk In plain colors
and stripes; 30 Inches wide;
very popular for shirt waists;
really worth 45c; special price,
per yard

?6 pieces of

fast black

h

CRASHES
10 pieces of
Crash
Cloth for stylisn street suits and
nobby shirt waists; they come
in pretty stripes; hard to beat
for wear; usually sold at 25c per
yard; our price
h

25 cents

14- -

Cents

1
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XT.

one-side-

I

X
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Uoro Harmful

Than Alcohol

0

RENT OR SELL.

Intemperance.

THE

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. S. OTERO, President
W.' S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast Cashier
80L0M0N LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACK WELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

THIRD STREET

MeatMarket
"".rrrcsnol

STUM SAlSWt FtCTOtr.

-

EMIL KLEINWORT, Prop.
'masonic building.
third street
A WELL SPRING OF PLEASURE
is what the baby in your home will
prove, especially if you have one of
our handsome baby carriages to send
it out in the pure air and sunshine, andgive it good health and vigor. The carriage will also prove a well spring of
pleasure to the child, for the springs
are so light and strong that the baby's
pleasure is derived from its easy motion,
bur fine new stock of handsome Urass beds and cottage suits are
just the thing for this season of the

1

con-tlnu-

B. A. SLEYSTER,

e

year.

L

r.--

yr

sail Heals.

The Futrelle FurnitureCo
WEST END OF VIADUCT.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

Iron and Biass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
'
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, WEDNESDAY
Mills.

Notes from Correspondents
SILVER CITY.

to th? court.

Mrs. O. S. Warren Is erecting a
cottage on the vacant lots just
north of the public school building.
William Laizure Jias the contract.
It Is reported that the condition of
four-roo-

J.

M.

Fritter ,who was injured'ln a

m

run-

away coming in from his mines at
Santa Rita, a few weeks ago, is in a
very serious condition. He is being
taken care of at the Ladles' hospital.
John A. Moses, Jr., has been spending the past few days in the booming
new town of Douglass, Ariz., on business.
A. B Lai id has Accepted a position
as local agent of the Washington Life
Insurance company.
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner left on
Sunduy evening' train for California,
where they will make their future
home. Mr. Turner has for some time
past managed the big Pinos Altos store
for the Hearst people.
Lawyer Percey Wilson had a runaway while on his way to Fierro last
Sunday by his team becoming frightened at some lumber and was thrown
out of his buggy, but no serious Injury
was done except a rather deep cut over
lils eye.
Some of the cattlemen in this county
have, during the past few weeks,
signed contracts for the delivery of
some good big bunches of cattle In the

spring. The stock brought excellent
prices, and it would not be surprising
that later In the spring that prices
would Jump considerable higher.
The graduating class of the Territorial Normal Bchool consists of considerable number this year. The names
are as follows: Misses Mary Eckles,
Kate Crawford. Pearl Parks, Edna
Page, Carrie Whitehlll, Etta Schutz,
Clara Upchurch, Mary Gill, Elsie McGregor, Marie Tustin, and Messrs. Eugene cosgrove and Dean Alexander.
This Is the largest graduating class in
the history of the school.
A Printer Greatly Surprised.
"I never was so surprised in my life,
as I was with the results of using
Chamberlain's Pain Balm," says Henry
T. Cook, pressman of the Ashevllle, N.
C, Gazette. "I contracted a severe
case of rheumatism early last winter
by getting my feet wet. I tried several
things for It without benefit One day
while looking over the Gazette, I noticed that Pain Balm was positively
guaranteed to cure rheumatism, so
bought a bottle of it and before using
of It my, rheumatism had
taken its flight and I have not had a
rheumatic pain since." Sold by all
druggists.
two-third-

s

o

The Vice of Nagging.
Clouds the happiness of the home,
but a nagging woman often needs help.
Sne may ie so nervous and
In health that trifles annoy her. If she
is melancholy, excitable, troubled with
loss of appetite, headache, sleeplessness, constipation or fainting and dizzy spells, she needs Electric Bitters,
the most wonderful remedy for ailing
women. Thousands of sufferers from
female troubles, nervous troubles,
backache and weak kidneys have used
it. and become healthy and happy. Try
it. Only 50c. All druggists guarantee
satisfaction.
run-dow-

n

o
WINSLOW.

Special Correspondence.

Winslow, March 10. Snow covered
the ground this morning and was dark
and cloudy In the west, this is Just
what the stockmen have been looking
for everything has been too dry.
Miss Essie Z. Parr, who came in on
No. 7 Saturday morning from Albuquerque, to visit her sick sister ind
parents, returned on No. 2 Sur.uay

evening.
Mrs. Walters, who has been sick
with pneumonia and been reported
last week without hope of recovery, is
now getting better so Dr. Sampson
reports to your correspondent.
Mr. Warren Brltton announces himself a candidate for town clerk and
treasurer. Mr. Britton is well known
young man and
and is an
would make the town a good official.
Mr. Pope, the big stockman Is in
town loading up provisions for his
sheep camp south of town.
J. X. Woods just came in from a trip
to the mountains and says rain or
f now is what we need and we got some
last night, and hope to get more.
Mrs. II. H. Herr is fast recovering
from her long spell of sickness, also
Mr. Collins who has had pneumonia,
we are glad to report thus.
There are some calls for houses to
rent, notwithstanding the company has
been laying off a good many men at
tnis point.
Ht're is another candidate for town
clerk and treasurer, Mr. Edward Wolff,
a young gentleman who clerks in Lesser & Sawyer's store, a man thoroughly capable of filling the place.
D. K. Hanks has announced himself
for city marshal, and the following
gentlemen for the council: Hon. G. A.
Wolff. F. T. LaPrade,
. C. Cressell,
e

It takes seven to make
a council for a city like Winslow.
Come up gentlemen, don't be afraid" of
tne nonor.
The opening at Mrs. II. A. Simms'
millinery parlors was a success. The
ladles of Winslow appreciate a fashionable place where they can dress
their heads and be
and they
surely can do this at the new parlors
G. R. Buerback.

Special Correspondence.
Silver City, N. M.. March 11. In the
murder onse of John Childers, which
was to be tried before Judge Parker at
the present term of the district court,
a change of venue was granted to Dona
Ana county. Childers is charged with
having shot and killed Thomas S.
Heflln in a saloon in this city last December. The attorneys for the defense
stated thnt owing to the prominence of
the den i man it would be Impossible
to git a fair trial In Silver City, and
prayoil for u change of venue to some
other county. Judge Paiker designated Dona Ana cou-.t- y.
where the trial
will come up at the next term of court.
A committor- - 01 the Silver City council is looking into the proposition of
C. F. Grayson in regaid to erecting a
city hall.
The Normal school scholars had a
picnic out at Rodger's ranch at Lone
mountain last Sunday.
It Is gained upon good authority that
the telephone line from this to the
Burro mountain mining district will
soon be started. The line is being constructed by outside capitalists, who are
largely Interested In mining property
in the Burros.
Silver City is well filled up with
court visitors this week from different
parts of the county. The grand Jury
has nearly completed its labors and
will In a few days make Its final report

of Mrs. Simms.
The arrivals at the hotel Navajo the
last three days are August C. Mlnchler
of Flagstaff, Ariz.; O. A. Welch, Great
Falls. Mon.; J. J. Dunn.New York;
Frank Thomas, San Francisco; E. E.
Greenleaf, Albuquerque, N. M.; F. P.
Secrist, sheriff Holbrook.
Mrs. F. P. Secrist, wife of the Navajo county sheriff, is at present visiting friends in Winslow. She is the
guestof Mrs. J. X. Woods on Kinsley
avenue. Mr. Secrist Is doing the assessing of this town.

You will never wish to take another
dose of pills if you once take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They are easier to take and more
pleasant in effect. They cleanse the

stomach
bowels.

&nd regulate the liver and
For sale by all druggists.

Words of Appreciation.
At a meeting of the board of trustees of the Presbyterian church held
Tuesday afternoon at three o'clock at
Dr. Hope's office, the following words
of appreciation were entered upon the
minutes: "We the trustees of the
Presbyterian church wpuld record our
exceeding porrow at the death of our
friend Mr. Walter N. Parkhurst, and
would bear testimony to his great
faithfulness In the discharge of ail the
duties devolving upon hlra as a member of our board, and the president

thereof.
His sagacity was of the greatest benefit to us in the deliberation of the
board where his business training was
of the very greatest value. He gave
his time and strength to our meetings
even when his strength was small.
We appreciate his
and
his own personal generosity, which
was second to none in our church. We
shall miss beyond all expression his
counsel and help always given most
readily and heartily.
His noble self sacrifice and great
generosity will be an inspiration
us to go on with the work that
he was compelled to lay down so suddenly to our just Savior and loss.
To his widow we would extend our
greatest sympathy in the hour of her
deepest Borrow.
g

W. O. HOPE,
A. B. McMILLAN,
J. C. ROSS.
E. B. CRISTY,

Trustees.

Could Not Breathe.
Coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
other throat and lung troubles are
quickly cured by One Minute Cough
Cure. One Minute Cough Cure is not
a mere expectorant, which gives only

temporary relief. It softens and liquifies the mucous, draws out the inflammation and removes the cause of the
disease. Absolutely safe. Acts at once.
"One Minute Cough Cure will do all
that is claimed for it," says Justice of
the Peace J. Q. Hood, Crosby, Miss.
"My wife could not get her breath and
was relieved by the first dose. It has
been a benefit to all my family." J. H.
O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
o
PlumDing.

We have added a plumbing depart-

ment and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.

Appreciate Judge Mills.
The Clayton Enterprise of last Friday contained the following
notice of Chief Justice Mills, of
this city:
"It is pleasing to note the healthy
financial condition of this the fourth
judicial district of the territory during
the administration of our esteemed
and able jourist, the Hon. William J:
well-merite- d

BAD DL00D,
BAD COMPLEXION.
The skin is the seat of an almost endless variety of diseases. They are knewu
by various names, but are all due to the
same cause, acid and other poisons in
the blood that irritate and interfere with
the proper action of the skin.
To have a smooth, toft skin, free from
all eruptions, the blood must be kept pure
and healthy. The many preparations of
arsenic and potash and the large number
of face powders and lotions generally
nsed in this class of diseases cover up
for a short time, but cannot remove per.
manently the ugly blotches and the red,
disSguring pimples

Eternal vlglianco

Im

tho prloo

of a boautiful oomploxlon
when such remedies are relied on.
Mr. H. T. Ehobe,

7o4

Lucaa Avrnue, St. Lou la.

: "My daughter was afflicted for year
Mo ,
with a disfiguring eruption on her face, which
resisted all treatment. bb was takeu to two
celebrated health springs, but received no benefit. Many medicines were prescribed, but without result, until we decided in try i. S S .and by
the time the first bottle was finished Iheeruptiou
began to disappear. A dozen bottles cured her
completely and left her skin perfectly smooth.
6ha is now seventeen years old. and not sign of
ILe cmbarrauiug disease baa ever returned."
S. S. S. is a positive, unfailing cure for

the wortt forms of skirt troubles. It is
the greatest of all blood purifiers, and the
only one guaranteed purely vegetable.
liad blood makes bad complexions.
purities and invigorates the old aud
makes new, rich blood
nourishes the
that
body and keeps the
kin active and healthy and in proper
condition to perform its part towards
carrying off the impurities from the body.
If you have Eczema, Tetter, Acne, Salt
Rheum, Psoriasis, or your skin is rough
and pimply, send for our book on Blood
and Skin Diseases and write our physicians about your case. No charge whatever for this service.
SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY.

ATLANTA,

It is fortunate for our district
court presides also as our
district Judge. Aside from his fitness
as a jurist his kind, courteous treatment as a high officer and a private
citlren has endeared him to the people
of the district, and especially around
Clayton Judge Mills has hosts of
friends. His charge to the grand Jury
last Tuesday was very effective, and
was delivered In an able and fearless
manner, looking only to the suppression of crime and for the betterment of
the moral and financial interest of union county and the territory. Good laws
and good Judges have much to do with
making of a good people."

that the honorable chief justice of the
supreme

A.

Having a Run on Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
Between the hours of eleven o'clock
a. m. and closing time at night on January 26. 1901. A. F. Clark, druggist.
Glade Springs, Ya., sold twelve bottles
of Chamberlain b Cough Remedy. He
says, "I never handled a medicine -at
sold better or gave better satisfaction
to my customers." This remedy has
been In general use In Virginia for
many years, and the people there are
well acquainted with Its excellent qualities. Many of them have testified to
the remarkable cures which it has ef
fected. When you need a good, reliable medicine for a cough or cold, or
attack of the grip, use Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and you are certain to
be more than pleased with the quick
cure which it affords. For sale by all

MARCH 12, 1902

PRINCESS VIROQUA,

1.1.

D.

s

--.

Endorses Lydla E. rinkbam'g
lecetablc Compound After
Following Its Record For
Years.
"Dkab Mna. IIskham TTealth la
the prentost boon bestowed ou humanity and therefore anything' that can

restore lost health is a blessing. 1
consider Ly,Ha u. pinkham'g Voff.
eta bio Compound as a blessing to
BUte and Nation. It cures her moth-er- a
and daughters and makes them
well and strung.

Club House Brand
Is a synonym for quality, and com- prises all grocers' shelf goods, canned,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which Is the best
line obtainable. Our service is prompt
and our customers are assured proper
treatment.

8

A. J. IY1AL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

j
-

i-

druggists.

o

Sent to Penitentiary.
E. W. Pierce, who. will be remembered here as being Implicated In a
murder case in Mora county, and who
had a pretty wife, has been sentenced
to a term of seven years in the penitentiary of Montana, for defrauding
an old woman out of considerable prop
erty. Las Vegas Optic.
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GftOiS, KELLV&L'O.
re.

(Incorporated)
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TRrNCESS VIROQUA.

Practicing l'hysicitui and Lecturer.
For fifteen years I have noted the
effect of your Vegetable Compound in
curing speclal'diseases of women.
' 1 know of nothing superior for

1

JllV,

Wool, Hides, Pelts

ovarian trouble, barrenness, and it
haa prevented hundreds of dangerous
We handle
operations where physicians claimed
K. C. Baking Powder,
it was the only chance to get well.
Navajo Blankets,
Ulceration and inflammation of the
womb has been cured in two or three
Curtice Canned Goods,
weeks through its use, and an I find it
Colorado Lard and Meats.
an herbal remedy, I unhesitatiHow to Prevent Pneumonia.
ngly give it my highest endorsement.
You have good reason to fear an atFraternally yours,
P. Viroq.ua,
Houses at
tack of pneumonia, when you have a Lansing, Mich." tSOOODr.
forftit Ifabwm
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M. EAST LAS
severe cold, accompanied by pains in
tt not ftnuln.
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
the chest or in the back between the
you
not
are
do
to
hesitate
ill
If
shoulders. Get a bottle of Chamber- get
ETA, N. M.
a bottle of Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
lain's Cough Remedy and use It as diCompound
Vegetable
at
prevent
rected and it wil
the threatened attack. Among the tens of thous- once, and write to Mrs. Pink-ha- m
at Lynn, Mass. for special
ands who have used this remedy for
colds and la grippe, we have yet to advice ; It is entirely free.
learn of a single case that has resulted
in pneumonia, which shows that this
In Bankruptcy.
remedy is a certain preventative of
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOK.
that dangerous disease. For sale by all Bankrupt's petition for discharge, in
bankruptcy.
druggists.
In the matter of Edwin D. Sower,
Finest
Bankrupt.
NORMAL NOTES.
Whiskies.
To the Honorable Benjamin S. Baker,
JOSEPH BURNETT. Prop.
Brandies.;
Judge
of the district court of the
From Silver City Quarterly.
Wines, etc.
(120 W. Railroad Are, Albuquerque.
United States for the Second Judici neMcKinley memorial fund conial District of the Territory of New
tributed by the Normal students
Mexico.
amounted to $4.45.
Edwin D. Sower, of the City of AlbuThe various classes are preparing to
have a formal recpntinn for tho na querque, in the county of Bernalillo Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 290
trons of the Normal April 12. It is to and Territory of New Mexico, In said
Bell
Telephone
No. 115.
ue rnaue a very unique affair.
district, respectfully represents that on
The class picture for 1901 has ar- the third day of February, A. D. 1902,
rived from Paris and has been hung last past, he was duly adjudged bankon the south side of the assembly hall. rupt under the acts of Congress relatIt is a carbon print of Rembrandt's au- ing to bankruptcy; that he has duly
rora. Price, including frame, $87.
surrendered all his property and rights
The president of the Normal ac- of property, and has fully complied
knowledges the receipt of four first with all the requirements of said acts
class premiums from the Territorial and of the orders of the court touching
Fair asbociatlon: The first prize for his bankruptcy.
Wherefore, he prays that he may be
the best general educational exhibit,
first prize for the best chalk modeling, decreed by the Court to have a full disar mm
m
m
first prize for the best manual training cbarge from all debts provable against
exhibit, and first prize for the best his estate under said bankrupt acts,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
kindergarten work. These diplomas except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
will be framed.
Dated this 8th day of March, A. D.,
The senior class for 1902 has been
organized. It consists of the following 1902.
persons: Mary Eckles, Kate Craw- (Signed)
EDWIN D. SOWER,
ford, Pearl Parks, Edna Page, Carrie
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Whitehlll, Etta Schutz. Clara
Mary Gill, Elsie McGregor, Ma- Territory of New Mexico, Second Judicial District. 88.
rie Tustin, Eugene Cosgrove and Dean
On this 8th day of March, A. D. 1902.
Alexander. The last two complete the
on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
academic course; the others the NorOrdered by the Court, that a hearing
mal course. This is the largest gradU. S. DEPOSITORY
uating class in the history of the be had upon the same on the 22nd day
of March, A. D. 1902, before said court
school.
Depository
for
the
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peat Albuquerque, New Mexico, in said
Lockjaw From Cobwebs.
district, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Cobwebs put on a cut lately gave a and that notice thereof be published
woman lockjaw.
Millions know that three times in the Albuquerque Daily
Authorized Capital
.
$500,000.00
the best thing to put on a cut is
Citizen, a newspaper printed in said
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
Arnica Salve, the infallible healer district, and that all known creditors
$200,000.00
of wounds, ulcers, sores, skin erup- and other persons In interest may apOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
tions, burns, scalds and piles. It cures pear at the Bald time and place and
S.
Raynolds,
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiJoshua
or no pay. Only 25c at all druggists.
show cause, if any they have, why the
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
c
prayer of the said petitioner should
El Paso Gives Up.
not be granted.
H. F. Raynolds,
McMillan.
El Paso has lost all chance of getAnd, it is further ordered by the
ting one of the military camps of In- Court,
send by
the
that
clerk
shall
struction. Secretary Root has finally mall to all known creditors copies of
chosen Fort Sam Houston, rear San said petition and this
order, addressed
Antonio, and Sacramento, Cal., as the to them at their places of residence
as
remaining two Bites for camps, and stated.
no
there ia
further recourse.
Witness the Honorable Benjamin S.
First, four sites for camps were Baker,
Judge of
said court and the
by
chosen
the board of generals, ap- seal thereof, at the
City of Albuquer
the
pointed at the suggestion of General que, in said district on
the 8th day of Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
Miles. Then, Secretary Root decided Marcn, a. jj.
ioz.
that two more also should be selected,
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
W. E. DAME. Clerk.
and these he has selected himself. A
o
FirNorth
-t
Street
501
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
lieutenant colonel of engineers has
Notice of Removal.
,
been appointed to report on the variA.
Lampman
C.
from
No
has
moved
ous sites, and Inspect them. Herald.
315 South Second street to No. 307
South First street, where he will be
For the Complexion.
Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
The complexion always Buffers from found by all wishing WALL PAMPER,
one,
and drain.
on
biliousness or constipation. Unless the painis,
estimates
work. etc.
bowels are kept open the impurities
Imported French and Italian
Demlng! Have you been there? If
from the body appear in the form ot
DEALERS IM
unsightly eruptions. DeWitt's Little not, you should get there for the big
i .
Early Risers keep the liver and bowels sale oi iota on the 17th of this month.
GROCERIES
AND
I
IODORS.
in healthy condition and remove the
Sole agenta for Sao Antonio Lime.
cause of such troubles. C. E. Hooper,
Experience Convinces.
Albany, Ga., says:
took DeWitt's
Tsove its value by inventing 10 cents ia
Free delivery to al parts of the city.
Little Early Risers for biliousness. trial size of Ely's Cream Halm. Druggist
Telephone 247.
213. 215. 217 North Third Street
They were just what I needed. I am sujly It and we mail It. t ull size btl cents,
feeling better now than in years."
LLY, BHOS., Ctf Warren Kt., Kew York.
Never gripe or distress. Safe thorough
Clifton, Arizona, Jan. 20, 18!9.
(Homestead Entry No. 6795.)
and gentle. The very best pills. J. H.
Messrs. Eli Ubos.: Please send me a 50
Notice for Publication.
O'Rielly & Co.; D. H. Briggs & Co.
cent bottle of Cream lialin. I find your
Department of the Interior. Land Ofremedy the quickest and most permanent
Growing Town.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5,
cure
catarrh and cold in the head.
The people of Tres Pledras, Rio Dr.! l,for
M. Potter, Gen. Mgr. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
1902.
Arriba county, have decided upon exMessrs. Elt Bbob.: 1 have been afflicted
Notice Is hereby given that the foltensive Improvements. With this view with catarrh
for twenty years. It made rue
lowing named settler has filed notice
the town site is to be surveyed and
I thought I had Consumption. I
platted at once, and then street grad- (dt weak
of his intention to make final proof In
one bottle of Ely's Cream liabn and in
ing will be pushed along rapidly.
support of his claim, and that said
stopped. It is the
three days the
proof will be made before the register
best medicine I have used for catarrh.
Can't Keep It Secret
Proberta, Cal. Fbanx E. Kinuuhpire.
or receiver at Santa Fe, New MexThe splendid work of Dr. King's
ico, on March 18, 1902, vU: Dionlcio
New Life Pills is daily coming to light.
Romero, for the NEVi of sec. 35, T. 9
No such grand remedy for liver and
liowel troubles was ever known before.
N.. R. 6 E , N. M. P. M.
Thousands bless them for curing conHe names the following witnesses
stipation, sick headache, biliousness,
to prove his continuous residence upon
jaundice and indigestion. Try them.
and cultivation of said land, viz:
25c at all druggists.
Juan Lovato, John R. Humphrey.
o
Two inches of snow fell In Tljeras
Mlramon Lucero, Jose Archlbeque, all
canyon this morning.
of Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
x
Chronic Diarrhoea.
Mr. C. B. Wingfleld, of Fair Play,
Mo., who suffered from chronic dysen;JA. E.
tery for thirty-fivyears, says Cham- IS STANDARD MOCHA AND JAVA
FIRE INSURANCE
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
For Sale by
Remedy did him more good than any
In Demlne eoorl safe loana ran ha
F. G. PRATT & CO,
other medicine he had ever used. For
had at better rates than la the old es- Secretary Mutual Building Association
sale by all druggists.
Fancy Grocer
Distributors tablished towns.
Office at J. J. Baldrldge's Lumr-eYard
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BUILDING.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
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Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries-
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We have secured the agency for

The New Union Enamel Ware,

It's Just a Cough

PARAGRAPHS.

gets your lungs sore and weak
Considerable snow has been falling that paves
and
the way for pneumonia or
on the Sandia mountains today.
consumption, or both. Acker's EngDeputy United States Marshal Fred lish Remedy will
stop the cough In a
Fornoff was a passenger to Gallup last day and heal your lungs.
It will cure
night.
consumption. RRinma,
oroncimis
, r. r. ,,niiklna
... II
A regular review of Alamo Hive. No. ....
i ,rin f anI ,tlll
t,I UOUIMand
II
I...VU..
i.
1, will be held by the ladles of the
ly guaranteed, and money refunded if
at Odd Feliows hall this evening nui iniiHijf'd. w rue to us ior rree sain
at 7:30 o'ciotk sharp.
pie. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N
V. R. Tiasdale, representing the Y.
Hamilton-Browshoe company of St.
Louis, Is around visiting the shoe mer- cay. It mny be delayed for weeks, nl
though that is hardly probablo. That
chants of the city today.
J. E. Hannum and family leave to- the club owners contemplate action of
night for Cheyenne, Wyo., where Mr. some nature Is shown by the fact that
to
Hannum has accepted a position as they are all making preparations
but not one move has
bookkeeper for the Continental Oil begin the r ason,bridge
over the chasm
company. He formerly filled a similar been made to
pos:tion in same company's local of- between the "four3."

...

.

.

.r--

Mae-abee-

As Cheap as the Cheapest,
As Good as the Best...
The price is not regulated by the trusts.
At last we are able to give you something first-clain the way of Knameled Cooking Dishes, at the price
of "Seconds."
We Guarantee these Goods to Give Satisfaction.
ss

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
ooooooococxxxxxxxxxxxxo

BORRADAILE & CO.

s

fice.

The Albuquerque fire department
was called to Old Town this afternoon
by a lire in the Charles W. Lewis
property. The department made a good
run and the fire was with difficulty extinguished, the new chemical engine
doing the work.
B. F. Fillmore, the popular window
decorator at the Phoenla dry goods
store, has favored the admiring public
with a beautiful St. Patrick s day window. To aid in the beauty of the green
and red decorations, appropriate for
such a window, Mr. Fillmore has add
ed some rich orroenial rugs and
shawls.

s
Daniel Padiila. manager of the
base ball team received a let
ter this morning from J. J. Harris,
manager of the base ball team of Santa Fe, stating that it would be 'm- posslble for them to play In Albu
querque next Sunday, but that a game
to be played here in ue near future
would be arranged.

Prime Kansas City steaks and
roasts, fat young mutton, spring lamb,
tender veal, Kansas City pork, fresh
sausage, prime native beef, fresh
tongue, pickled tongue, chipped dried
beef, boiled ham. sweet pickled corned beef, spare ribs, dressed broiling
chickens, dressed hens; a choice varle.
ty of fresh fish and sea foods; ten va
rieties fresh cheese at the San Jose
Market tomorrow.
0

Two hours of refined amusement
for 25 cents at .Colombo hall tonight.

Novelty
Summer Fabrics
THIS YEAR'S SHOWING EXCELS ALL ITS PREDECESSORS IN
VARIETY OF PATTERN, NOVELTY OF DESIGN AND ORIGINALITY
OF TEXTUR. WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL OF OUR SUMMER WASH FABRICS, WITH THE SOLICITATION OF YOUR INSPECTION.
WE DO NOT CARE TO GO INTO
DETAIL REGARDING THE NUMEROUS NOVELTIES JUST RECEIVED. AN INVESTIGATION OF OUR LINE WILL ACQUAINT YOU
"
WITH THE SEASON'S NEWEST.

Among Them are Prominent
B. B. C. ZEPHYRS

RED SEAL ZEPHYR3
GOLD MEDAL ZEPHYRS'
FOILE DU NORD ZEPHYRS
PALMETTO BATISTE
ONDINE M US LI NET
INDIA MULL
BATISTE INDIENNE
PONGEE ORIENTAL
HARVARD OXFORD

Ba-rela-

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS.

New Yor Metal.
New York, March 12. Copper Firm;
12 V4
12 Vic. Lead
Steady; $1,121$.

St Louis Wool.
St. Louis. March 12. Wool Dull;
territory and western medium, 150
fine, 1216c; coarse, 1215c.
.

17;

New York Money.
New' York, March 12. Money on call

House Furnishings,

"eg3XfaZi

WHEN SICKNESS
COMES
or accident endangers life or limb, only
the best and purest medicines should
be used. .Williams' pharmacy is by
universal ponsent named as the most
reliable, for furnishing the best drugs
and chemicals, and sick room appli-ar.ce- s
and essentials. Prescriptions always filled with absolute accuracy.

George B. Williams,

3V&
4 VSc

per cent. Prime mercantile paper
per cent. Silver, 54V6.

&5

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. 111.. March 12. Cattle

Re

CLASSIFIED ADS.
All classified advertisements
Note
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum chargo for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

FOR RENT.
room house, 1006
East street, near the shops, with
bath room, cellar and stable; $12 per
month,
inquire 1116 South Arno.
LiOreiy furnished rooms
run
over postoffice, $10 and $12 a month.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms st 302 South Second street.
No Invalids or children desired.
FOR RENT Furnished three room
cottage on mesa. Plenty of water
and allconveniences.
Apply at Dr.
Crosson's. 106 West Gold avenue.
FOR REiNT Five room house and
batn. 202 North Edith. Mann SadFOR

REiN

r Four

rent

ceipts, 15,000 head; market strong; 10c
dlery company.
higher; good to prime 6teers, $6.507;
poor to medium, $46.30; stockers and FOR RENT Residence of four rooms,
and cellar with good outhouses. Apfeeders, $2.605.25; cows, $1.255.50;
ply to J. W. McQuade.
heifers, $2.50(?i5.25; canners, $1.25
2.40; bulls. $2.504.65;
calves, $3. FOR RENT Store room on South Second street, a block north of Glorieta
6.50; Texas fed steers, $4.755.90.
hall; four room house in rear; also
Sheep Receipts. 15,000 head; sheep
strong; lambs firm; good to choice
another house for rent; land and lots
fair to choice
wethers, $4.5o5.25;
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, lUrelas
western sheep.
mixed. $3.754.40;
road, 1624.
$4.605.50; native lambs, $46.60;
western lambs, $a.256.50.
FOR SALE.
Chicago Grain.
Chicago, March 12. Wheat March,
May. 76Vc.
c
Corn March, 60lc; May, 62

lic;

SPIDER SILK
ABBOTSFORD SEERSUCKERS
BATES MILLS SEERSUCKERS
MERCERIZED GLACE
SUPINO BATISTE
ALCONA BATISTE
DUCHESSE DIMITY
DELLHOVEN DIMITY
MANDALAY SUITINGS
CYPRIAN MADRAS

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
choice of

-

v

Zeplujp Ginglioms 95c yard.
THIS INCLUDES ALL OUR

15C GINGHAMS

ROSENWALD BROS.
BH93

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,
Undertakers and Embalmers.

Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Both 'Phones in Our Office

201-21-

1

North Second Street.

Steam carpet cleaning
works; will sacrifice if sold at once;
an opportunity to secure a good pay- COOOVVVVYYYYYYYYx
ing business: would be a big paying
adjunct to t'ue furniture, carpet or
laund y business; poor health only
reason for selling. Apply or address
510 North Third street, AlDuquerque,

FOK SALE

A TEMPTING BREAKFAST
March, 45e; May,
is to be had without much trouble
Pork March. $15.30; May, $15.45.,
if your meats are bought at Farr'a
Lard March, $9.30; May, $9.42.
Ribs March, $8.37; May, $8.42.
New Mexico.
and your cook knows her business.
'
FOR SALE For $200 established fcusl- You may be sure of steaks, chops,
Kansas City Live Stock. ' "'.
,,ness.in heart of city; small staple
roasts, legs of lamb, mut-- .
cutlets,
Kansas City, Mo, March 12. Cattle
stock carried. For Interview address
ton
Receipts, 5,000 head; market strong
anything
in the meat line
P. O. box 108.
to--- 10c higher;
steers, $b.25i) FOR SALE FOR $300 Established
native
we
supply
be found to be
will
8
8 6.50; Texans and Indian steers, $4.60
business in heart of city, with over
tender, Juicy, high grade every,
5.50; Texas cows. $3.25()4.50; native
207 West Gold Avenue.
$200
of staple stock. Adway, except as to price, which is
Q
8 cows and heifers. $3.25 5.25; stockers dress worth
YOU WANTT
postoffice box 108.
and feeders, $34.90; bulls, $3.25
always reasonable.
FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
H
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
X 4.25; calves, $1.50 6.50.
of bran new brevier and small pica;
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
Will Exclude Chinese.
a country newspaper outfit furnishWashington, March 12. The senate
H THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g committee on immigration agreed to
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
report favorably the Mitchell bill for FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
g
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
g Chinese
OOCCXXXXXXJOOUu
exclusion.
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes,
cheap. Address, The Citi
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
zen, Albuquerque, N. M.
Market quotations and review fur- FOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; Im
mediate delivery. For sale by Metnished by W. P. Metcalf. No. 5 Cromcalf & Strauss.
well block, received over the private
FOR SALE Old papers. 25 cents per
wire of Logan & Bryan. Chicago.
hundred, at the Citizen office.
New York, March 12. The market
today was very feverish and with the FOR SALE Well cured alfalfa. $11
per ton. Delivered in Albuquerque.
trading mostly in the specialties. In
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old AlbuWM. GOETTING & CO, Proprietors.
the afternoon the coalers were .very
strong and buying of good character.
querque, N. M.
selling
in the early trading
short
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled,
West Railroad Avenue. The
113
weaking
had the effect of
the market,
WANTED.
Sausage making a specialty.
but alter noon rallying caused coverRANCH
WANTED
Have a fine 13- ing. Money firmer.
118 Qold Avenfle.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
room English basement style resiAmalgamated Copper
64
'
dence in Ambler, Pa., 15 miles from
L.
75
Atchison
2
Philadelphia, Pa.; cost $14,000, sub96
Atchison, preferred
205 West Gold avenue,
5
ject to $4,500 building association
Sugar
126
Next to First National Bank.
mortgage;
2
ground,
acres
stable,
46
A LOAD OF COAL
gas, electric light, choicest fruit
New & Second Hand Furniture Smelters
104
Baltimore & Ohio
trees,
etc.;
also
fine
a
have
FROM HAHN'S YARD
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
, 64
8tovea and Household Goods.
entirely new Pompaeon brick Phila36
Alton
Re airing a Specialty.
means
that you are getting the beEt
delphia
mortgage
house,
$4,000,
due
Monon
64
6 months, interest and one
coal
is mined, because it contains
year
that
164
St. Paul
taxes; have also a fine
Furniture stored and narkeri far Rock Island
New
more pure carbon, which gives the
168
Jersey truck, grain and chicken farm
shipment. Highest prices paid for Colorado Southern
27
greatest amount of heat in proportion
second-han12 miles from Philadelphia, free and
household goods.
Colorado Southern, preferred . . . 73
to
the quantity burned, and its freedom
clear;
cost
owner
$4,000;
will give
92
Colorado Fuel & Iron
all these properties for a ranch, infrom dirt and slate insures greater
37
Erie
Notice to Housekeepers.
cluding stock, crop and Implements.
economy in use than any other. Those
67
D.
We employ both processes of clean Erie, first preferred
Dr. G. F. Theel, 731 S. Hill St.. ios
139
Illinois
Central
ing carpets. The steam power method
who have burned our Gallup coal will
GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
Angeles,
Cal.
..1037,
of thoroughly removing all dirt and Louisville & Nashville
never use any other.
Auis.is-j- m
eiauy. introducing our
167
Metropolitan
the scouring on the floor method which
THE SAMPSON IDEAL AND
brilliant gas light burners. Families
129
Manhattan
rejuvenates old carpets. If you conECLIPSE WINDMILLS
business houses, banks, churches.
30
Mexican Central
having your carpets cleaned Missouri
private and public buildings, buy at
Steel towers, steel tanks, watering template
98
Pacific
or
scoured
and
do
know
not
which
sight. These burners are what the
troughs, well making and ail kinds of
151
Pennsylvania
Bell phone 4a
your
method
is
for
particular
the
best
people are looking for. They do not
repairing. Pumps and piping. Tubler
100
People's
Gas
require a chimney (to break) or a
Automatic phone 415.
well supplies. Ash pump rods and cyl carpets, secure my conscientious and Pacific Mail
48
wick to trim, and make no smoke or
inders. Metal tree guards and fenC' expert advice which I. will freely and Reading
55
frankly give. As my knowledge and Reading, first preferred
ing.
dirt. Fit any coal oil lamp without
81
long experience in all branches of the
expense or trouble, and produces lue
32
Railway
Southern
carpet
great
A. D.JOHNSON
business makes it of
best, cheapest and cleanest light. It
95
Southern Hallway, preferred
is a great money maker for agents.
Lead Avenue Between First and Sec value. All work positively guaranteed. Southern Pacific
64
ALLEN W. MOORE,
200 per cent profit. Write at once
39
Pacific
Texas
ond Street.
Steam Carpet Cleaning Works, 510 Tennessee Coal & Iron
and get to work right away. Sam67
Automatic 'Phone 508.
North Third street. Automatic tele- Union Pacific
ple free. Enterprise Manufacturing
987:
phone 591.
Co., n. 567. Cincinnati, Ohio.
42
Steel
WANTED A good dressmaker; will
93
Steel,
preferred
GINGZEPHYR
9V4
CENTS
FOrt
Coney
have 6teady work; must make her
90
INSPECT OUR LINE OF Western Union
HAMS.
home in Belen. For information ad23
Wabash
No. 118 Railroad Avenue
SUMMER DRESS GOODS.
dress John Pecker, Helen. N. M.
42
Wabash, preferred
. ROSEN WALD BROS,
WANTED
Experienced salesladies,
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
o
WIRE POULTRY NETTING,
with good references, for dry goods
BASE BALL.
SHORT ORDERS
Gentlemen: We guarantee a perfect
store. B. Iifeld & Co.
BLACK
GREEN SCREEN WIRE CLOTH.
workmanship
quality
best.
AND
the
and
fit.
Best restaurant in the city. Opens
Warring Factions in National League
at 5:30 a. m., closes in the evening at Our prices do the selling. Nettleton
Prepare to Open Season.
MISCELLANEOUS.
10:30 p. m. Everything new and first Tailoring ajency.
With the opening of the National LOST Plain gold
rim spectacles, beclass aud all orders promptly filled.
only a little
In Demlng you can buy lota for $100 league base ball season
tween north Eighth and Episcopa
away
on
more
are
a
month
there
than
A'hlch will pay you 100 per cent in less
church. Ieave at inis office.
GENTLEMENI
the surface no indications that the FOUND
Gold watch. Owner can reThe B B A and No. 200. We import our Shears diOur selection of over two thousand than twelve months.
any
making
are
effort
rival
factions
o
cover same by calling on Isaac Cox,
spring samples, 'comprising all the
together.
getting
Tomorrow
Altoward
Let us figure on your plumbing.
rect from England, and meet Eastern prices. WRITE
118 West Gold avenue, proving pro
fashionable good 8 for gentlemen's buquerque Hardware company.
unless there is another postponement
erty and paying for this notice.
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
ar
jurisdiction
be
of
will
ouestion
the
FOR PRICES.
STOVES Repaired. 117 Gold avenue.
and fulldress suits, are ready for
In Mexican drawn work we are gued In the supreme court, and the
Piorradaile & Co.
your Inspection. Our tailoring and showing
some
may
world
ball
then
learn
a big assortment. Albert base
styles are unexcelled and the prices Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
thing riore definite of the situation TO LOAN Money on household goodi
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
and chattels of every descrlpttom.
Agency,
Tailoring
will
talk. Nettleton
render a de
Just when the court
209
A.
H.
Yanow,
South
Second
st.
to
Impossible
215 South Second street.
Demlng has just been incorporated. cision in the case it Is

Prescription Druggist,
117 West Railroad Avenue.
Twenty Years Experience.

The Union"
Market

62V..C.

Oats

45c
'

1

Telephone Service

'

Wm.Farr

Brockmeier & Cox,

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

PLUMBERS.

H. SHOEMAKER,

ttttTfatttir&ttttttsttttVtt

e

A.

JOHNSON,

HAHN.

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE

Island Restaurant

SHEEP SHEARS.

1
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ijn.fNOT

'AN OUNCE

OF CAST IRON ABOUT THE

O

Op

What Is the Use

N

rd Eddy Counties.
Steel and malleable iron used In the
construction of these ranges. , We also
have a complete line of

71

WASHINGTON MOVEMENTS.

..

,

-

of suffering from Indigestion If you eat
what you wnnt. or of starving yourself
to avoid Pitch distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets taken after eating will
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable symptoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you w ant at any time and take an
Acker tablet afterward.
Positively
guaranteed.
Your money will always
be, refunded if you are not satisfied.
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Scheme to Steal Big Part of Chaves

Except In the Firs Box.

X

oIJ

BEALES GRANT.

Great Majestic Range

1HE GREAT MAJESTIC

5

-

-

B:

r

t
pubThe St. Louis
lishes a full account of the movements
at Washington In regard to the Beales
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNER9 grant, the bold scheme to steal a big
portion of the lands in question,
part of Chaves and Eddy counties, and largeare
leasing It to cattlemen. OppoThey have no peer or rival in the the
article Is interesting reading here and
of the bill assert that the only
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
base turner world in the point of ele- where' everybody knows the history of nents
purpose
of the measure is to give the
THE
EAT MAJESTIC
gance and high finish.
the attempted Bteal:
. House Furnishing Goods. '
Interstate company a shadow of title,
"The Interstate Land company, of or
an excuse to have the case
Kansas City, an incorporation that in- tiedatnob In the
federal courts for a term
cludes in its membership a number of o:
years, so thnt thev mav In the mean- ANXIOUSLY LOOKING
well known Kansas and Missouri poliiue i :nt'ime to profit from the leases '
ticians, is pushing for consideration twhich
120 Gold Avenue.
'
g
forward now to spring
tl't y have made."
before the house committee on private
Is the mistress of every
iand claims a bill that involves the
HOTEL ARRIVALS
title to over 20.000.000 acres of land
Albuquerque,
when she
home
in
in New Mexico. The case has been beSTURGESEUROPEAN.
up that oid carpet with
fore the United States supreme court,
can
take
H. O. Reno, Denver; S. E. Aldrlch,
.Ml
where the claimants were unceremoni- Gallup;
Manufacturers of
II. H. McMl'.len. Santa Fe;
its accumulations of winter's
ously turned out of rtnirt and their
W.
H.
Federioo
Rafael;
Mirabal.
ban
of
a
shadow
without
declared
claims
dust and grime, and pull down
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Denver; P. Ellis Sullivan. Albev.
'J
foundation. The Interstate company, Crane,
sun rotten window shades
SanEd
those
M.
v.
marle;
Akers.
Otero,
J.
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turnhowever, is bringing all kinds of presMiller,
Fe;
Anna
Anna
ta
Clifford.
cona
secure
sure
to
bear
to
favorable
a disgrace to the room,
are
that
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to orsideration of its measure. It is charg- city; J. R. Teasdale, St. Louis;
replace
M.
Montoya,
Abraand
them with carpets,
San Pedro;
ed that the promoters are even threatder. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
ening to oppose, through their friends hams, Mrs. M. R. Otero, Santa Fe;
mattings, cool summer draperies
in 'congress, the admission of' New Mrs. Solomon Luna, Las Lunas; R.
- r
r.- - imej
r
r
r
and window shades from our,
Mexico to statehood, unless the friends C. McKean. Washington, D. C; J. P
of statehood, who have been in Wash- Lindsay, Chicago.
new and up to date spring stock.
ington pressing their bill, .withdraw
HOTEL
HIGHLAND.
opposition to the land grant measure.
Ray C. Simpson, Vlncennes, Ind.;
"The bill In the interstate company a
Interest was introduced in the house Mrs. Thomas Gale, Thomas K. Gale,
some days ago. It provides that the Syracuse; Miss Alice B. Gray, Boston;
Hi
grant, C. C. Llpplncott, Denver; Hays Booth,
claimants of the
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"
Is a most important factor in the
lying within the territory of New Mex- Hi Huey, Las Vegas; J. II. Budd. Mrs.
O.
F.
Miss
California;
Demorles,
and
may
proceedings
are
in
ico,
institute
the
jewelry 'worn, and best .results
court of private land claims to estab- Clark, El Paso.
obtained from artistic designs and
provides
lish
to
the lands. It
their title
GRAND CENTRAL.
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochthat, in case the title is decided in
J. W. Andrews, Doming, N. M.; May
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
company,
of
favor
it stoall not afthe
and quality found only in Jewelry of
fect the sales of lands that may have Brown, Kansas City, Mo.
been made in the grant.
the finest make.
NEW METROPOLITAN.
"When the New Mexico delegation
L. S. Moses and wife, Denver, Col
that was in Washington in the interCarries th LarfMt
Flour, Grain
ests of their statehood bill learned of
aad float Extaaslva
First Street Business Boomers.
JEWELER.
Stack al
the introduction of the Interstate
Be.
ornaments,
day
St. Patrick's
?p
and Provisions.
measure, they promptly started a
StapleOroceries
green
day
color
St.
Patrick's
Fast
Watch inspector A., T. & S. P.
movement in opposition to Its considto ad aaatbwact.
Carlotsaapaclalty.
fifteen yards for $1.00;
and S. F. P. Railroads.
eration. They were met with the calico,
pots,
12c.
watering
Flower
threat of the men here who are workBarbers' whick brooms, 20c.
FARH AND FREIOHT WAGONS.
ing in the interest of the Interstate
Four-holcamp stoves, $1.60.
company that th New Mexico stateAlbuquerque
Screen wire, 2.4 to 36 Inches wide.
Railroad Avenue
hood bill would be opposed if obstacles
were placed In the way of the Inter- 124 to 20 cents a yard.of witch hazel.
bottle
state bill. The matter was dropped
temporarily, but interest has been re- 15 cents.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, 20c.
vived by the announcement that the
Tarrant's Seltzer Apperlent, 25c.
Interstate bill will be called up soon
Blackstrap mollassas, per can, 20c.
by the house committee on private
Three cans Anderson's Jam, 35c.
lard claims for consideration. OppoThree cans good corn, 35c.
nents of the bill have requested that
Strictly fresh eggs, 25c.
they be given an opportunity to oppose
THE MAZE.
Interan
before
and
committee
it
the
Orders from the outside solicited and
Wm. Kleke, Prop.
esting controversy is expected over the
FULL LINE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS
measure.
promptly attended to.
lady
at
popular
BAIN WAGONS
most
for
Vote
the
"Jose Manuel Royuela and John C.
tonight.
FISH BROS.' WAGONS
Beales claim to have a title to a grant the Wizard Oil show
206 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque. N- - M.
OLD HICKORY WAGONS
of 20.000.000 acres of land in New
Notice of Removal.
Mexico that was made by the Mexican
C. A. Lampman
ALL KINDS SPRING WAG0N8
moved from No.
government in 1832. Their claim Is 315 South Second has
street to No. 307
BUGGIES AND ROAD WAGONS
one
based on
of the colonization South First street, where he will bo
AND
SADDLE8
HARNESS,
JUST ONE SAMPLE
government
at that found by all wishing WALL PAPER,
schemes of the
Opponents
of the grant assert paints, oils, estimates on work, etc.
time.
will prove the" superiority of the that the area, which Is now claimed by
Clarkeville Coal over all other coal, the Interstate Land company, was simFOH &ALE.
Albuquerque,'
when you test it for your oven or in ply designated as the limits of a tract
A ranch ot 240 acres, well Improved,
your furnace. .You don't get up in the in which the grantee might establish a two
irrifine
New Mexico.
tanks,
and
windmills
and
r colony,
morning and find your
but that it was never intended
ditch run through place. T erms
stove or steam furnace has con- that the entire tract should constitute gating
easy. Address this office, or postofflce
sumed all the contents of the feeder. the grant.
,
box 177, city.
It will burn longer without clinkering,
"The case was decided, however, in
5,000 References as to Quality of Work.
than any other coal sold.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
the supreme court of the United States
In 1891. The Interstate Land company clothier, for everything in the men's
at that time sought to prevent the clothing and furnishing goods line.
WOOD AND KINDLING.
The
Ma well Land Grant company from Biggest
assortment, lowest prices,
taking possession of the Maxwell land money back If dissatisfied.
o
grant in New Mexico and Colorado.
Repair House.
See the big show at. Colombo hall
Southwestern
The case was argued and submitted to
tonight.
was
decision
court.
The
thesupreme
PROPRIETOR CLARKVILLE YARDS
grant was utthat the
Automatic 'Phone No. 266
terly worthless. The court declared
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
Bell Telephone No. 4
that the grant was a conditional one in
Si
DRINK
DONT
the first place, and that none of the
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
with;
1902 conditions had been compiled
1882
.
DR. SHULTS' ALFALFARINE
AS. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
Poor
Coffee.
the grantees had not established
that
People.
For Thin
the colonies provided for in the origIt's bad for yon. Good Coffee
A flesh producer that produces flesh.
inal contract, and that the original
like
was
simply
grant
then
been
what
had
Health restorer that restores health. Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand known as an impressario promise, and
X
HEEKIN'S HIGH GRADES
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
had never bad the sanction of the X
Dealers in
, Canned Goods.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Mexican government. It was further
And a tonic for everybody.
Aids Digestion.
treaty of Guadalupe
the
held
that
and
Fancy
Groceries
Staple
or
postpaid
$1
a bottle,
Sent
six
for
Try It.
between the United States and
ALW"f7nC
5herwIn-WilllaBuilding
214 South 8econd street.
bottles for $5. Write for circulars and
Mexico specifically provided that these
&'
PLASTIC li
G.
CO.,
i
DOORS.
BLINDS,
F.
!
no
8A8H,
PRATT
Longgrants
Wears
More
have
should
Best
Looks
Covers
testimonials.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on conditional
Albuquerque.
Sole Agents,
standing and were worthless'.
est ' Most Economical I Full Measure I L1MK, CEMENT, GLASS, PAINT, Etfl
THE ALFALFA COMPANY,
earth
"The Interstate company, it is charg
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque..
Wichita, Kansas.
Free delivery. ed. have nominal possession of a
Orders solicited.
i

: t

II

"Art Garland"

,i

o

Glole-Democra-

Albuquerque Hardware Company,

m

I

ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGMILLCo

Cor-neli-

house-cleanin-

o

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

W

i

DECORATIVE

EFFECT

Beales-Royuel-

a

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

4.

T. Y. MAYNARD,

'

e

1

PELTIER BROS.

Eight-ounc-

e

Plumbing and Heating.

Plows, Mowers, Rakes

J. KORBER &

par-ua-

self-feedin- g

CO,

Watch

J. S. BEAVEN

Beales-Royucl-

F. G.

Pratt &

XXXSS3.

a

VAJNJN & ODJN,

Co.

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

o

Paper

Paint

ms

1

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

NO SHOES, CLOTHING

Agents for McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All patterns 10 and 15c. None higher.

OR GROCE.

RIE8

MAIL ORDERS

BUT

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

Filled the same day as received.

Everything Suggests Spring at This Store
buusn,

lABitr
AND YOU ARE INVITED TO CPME AND JUDGE. EVERY WOMAN WHO ADMIUES
ASSORTMENTS.
OUR SHOW WINDOWS GIVE A HINT OF THE SUPERIORITY OF OUR STOCK.
Sponging done while you wait. We
have added to our dress goods depart
ment the new Spotless Sponger.
You can make no mistake on any suit in this department Your taste
satisfied in style, weave or color. We invite you to see our collection. -

Tailor Made Suits

YOUR DRESS

Ladies' Spring Suits
Eton and Blouse styles. Skirt and jacket strictly man tailored. New$25.00
est spring fabric; all popular shades

WILL LOOK NEATER.
SET AND WEAR BETTER.

Ladies' Spring Suits

Will not Spot nor Shrink

Eton and Blouse effects. Jacket faced with Taffeta and Moire Silk;
flounce skirts, trimmed to match jackets. Special
new
$15.00
values, at

IF THE GOODS
PONOIO S)Y

close-fittin-

SPOTLESS

Ladies' Spring Suits
special lot of Eton and Blouse suits; all late models, elegantly tailored; ail the new shades. Just for a spring leader, special at only
A

$10.00
such as Broadcloth, Vene-

All above suits made of various materials,
tians, Canvass Weaves, Etamlnes and pretty novelty mixtures.

Taffeta and Cloth Raglans

LADIES' NEW TAFFETA RAGLANS
Half fitting, back double, shoulder and back newest designa.at. $17.50
Ladies newest cloth raglans, made of new light weight cloths In all
$12.50
colors.'at only
You must see these swell garments to appreciate the values we are
oerlng. Strictly man tailored; all shades, newest designs. You will
,
find them perfect in every way.
THE ECONOMI8T

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

A

ARC

THC

STEAM

SPONGER.
proctss that leaves

the goods beautiful
after being sponged.
Buy your

ad

Dreu

tare

Goods of us

thoM requiring

it properly ponged.
l)sdr s yard, igc.; s yards and avar, gc. a y.
It is now fully demonstrated that
sponging is a necessity, and a convenience to have it done where the dress
is bought. Recognizing that fact we
have adder Special Machinery for perfect Sponging. We are headquarters
for tailor made suu.ngs and all the latest weaves in dress goods. In fact, we
are strictly up to date in everything.

THE ECONOMIST

ai auhu wilu ArrnriA

mavm

'Vf (?.72E7JI

M

""""I"1''

Accordeon

A Talc

Pleating
MADE

MAVJ

WE

ARRANGE-

-

MLNTS TO DO YOUR ACCORDEON
PLEATING

FOR
AT

HOURS.

fttiumri.ionc.iJ in

':

YOU

WITHIN

24

FOLLOWING

THE

I'UICES:

of

Up

to 12 in. wide 20c yd.

Up

to 18 in. wide 25c yd.

SAMPLES OF THE WORK CAN BE
SEEN AT OUR STORE, SHOWING
HOW
DONE.

WELL TH3

PLEATING

"
THE ECONOMIST

13

"'

uum.hi'i

SUCH

UNRIVALLED

Two Cities

OR THE BLACK AND THE WHITE.
This Is the fad In the east. To be in it you must have at least one
custume in black and white and we have the goods in all grades, styles
and makes.
Black and white wool dress goods, 38 Indies wide, 50 cents, 60 cents,
75 cents yard.
Inches wide,
Black and white silks, eighteen, twenty and .wenty-fou- r
at 50 cents, 75 cents and $1 a yard.
Black and white yoklngs, In black on. white and white on black, at
$2, $2.50, $3 and $5

Up to 9 in. wide 15c yd.

EVERYTHING IN THE DRY
GOODS LINE. ' " r

yard.

Inch width at
Black and white Applique In all widths from one-hal- f
25 cents a yard, to two inch width, at $1 per yard.
Black Nets, Flounclngs Laces to be used over a white foundation in

endless variety.
Black net robes with Taffeta Appliques at
Black on white wash goods.
Percales at 10 and 12;2 cents.
"
Dimities at 10 and 15 cents.
Lawns and Batistes 8c, 10c and 15c.
Honiton Lace effects at 25c and 35c.
Mercerized Foulards, special at 19c yard.
THE ECONOMIST

$25, $35

end

$50.

THE ECONOMIST
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the most scenic overland route in the
territory. As to minerals here the
veins and deposits are marvelous for
their continuity and width, ranging for
miles from ten feet to 160 or 'more in
wiuth. They are remrakably even in To cold and stormy weather opens the
values. While, as a whole, the Cochitl way to an attack of bronchitis. Th.
ors are of low grade, yet very rich
A force of men Is still at work on once to put It in shape to operate on sulphides and tellurides are found. man on the wagon, be he farmer, milkman or truckman, needs to pay special
the American Flag mine, getting it in Catherine ore.
Their character is such that even the neea 10 tne nrst
Kichard brothers. O. D. M. Oaddis lower grades can be treated in the symptoms
Shape lor examination.
of weakup a camp at a handsome profit.
The Independence and Bromide and Harry Knight have aopened
ness or disease of
locaclaim
in
ore
foot
of
vein
thnee
of
the Cochitl gold
The formation
mines in the Headstone district, Rio
organs of resmining district presents many of the the
Arriba county, are working two shifts. ted between Secret Fass ofand Union
piration.
Blue
the
side
west
on
Pass,
the
typical characteristics of the Cripple
The use of Dr.
The Yellow Jacket mine, in the Gold Ridge range,
gives an average val- Creek district. The entire district is
Tierce's Golden
Road district, owned by John Withers, ue of $13.50 that
Is
gold.
free
ore
The
volcanic, and the prevailing Medical Discovery
Ira George and Frank Irrln, is showing milling and isin accessable to the Col- distinctly
rock is porphyntlc andestte. In few will cure bronchiRood gold.
orado river.
places it is undisturbed; generally it is
tis,
The owners of the Goldpan at BroIt is reported in Kingman that the brecciated or a conglomerate. Nobleeding of
mide, are putting up cabins for work- Philadelphia & Arizona people have where in the region are the underly- coughs,
men and will immediately begin work leased the water of the Payroll mine ing rocks vlsilile, and authorities differ the lungs, and
other conditions
t
on a
shaft.
and will at once set about conveying it as to whether tney belong to the
which if neglected
Cretaceous, or Tertiary.
The Mexican King Gold and Copper to the mill at the Minnesota-Cpnnoor unskilfully
company and the Admiral company are mines. The work of sinking on the There are evidences of at least two treated terminate
preparing to resume operations for the Minnesota is going steadily and the volcanic overflows. The older one is fatally in conore body In the bottom is looking ex- the andesitlc, and it is in this only that
summer at Bromide.
sumption.
the gold bearing veins are found. The
G.- Charles Davis and Ira Hawkins ceedingly well.
There is no alcoplaces
one
in
more
recent
country
covering
are
In
Gold
there
the
Basin
the
hol in the " Discovtiave located a mine near the Sandy,
miners employed in andesite, is tufa, and is very modern. ery," and it is enthat assays as high as $2,260 per ton. now about thirty new
company having Among the evidences of the late depo- tirely free from
Davis says it looks to h!m like a world the mines. The
the Paterson group under bond is sition of the tufa is the fact that it is
opium, cocaine
beater.
working the greater number of the found covering old water cnanncls, and other narcotThere has been more actual devel- men
water-worIwulders
with
ore
filled
and
good
results from
and is getting
ics.
opment of mining property in Yavapai
s
property. On the Eldorado mine float, clearly derived from the
"For sewn years I
county, Ariz., during the year 1901 the
accompanying
In
their
and
up
rocks.
ore shows
well and gives good
had been troubled with
than has heretofore been accomplished the
upper
part
whnt
of
the doctors callnearest
the
the
district
results by cycanlc treatment.
hronchilis." writes
In any year since its inception.
the range tiie tufa has mostly been ed
Mnule (general merchant), of Nile,
Mr.
Arthur
Would Smash the Club.
The Westfall brothers have made a
eroded, but in the lower parts it still town, Middlesex
Co.. Ontario. "A year afro, afIf members of the Hay Fever As- caps some of the mountains, covering ter I had been taken sick with a severe attack, I
deal on their copper properties, situattaking your ' Golden Medical Discovery,'
ed east of Florence, antl development sociation" would use Dr. King's New the veins which outcrop on the mount- brpan
I rapidly recovered from the attack and felt no
work under their management will Discovery for consumption, the club ain sides below.
more of it that fall. This season befjsn taking
vicinity
commence there inside of a few weeks. would go to pieces, for it always cures
of Bland the ' Discovery' in August, and hsve so far been
in the immediate
well. I can go out in all kinds ot
An important strike of gold has been this malady and asthma, the kind are the Washington, Lone Star, Crown perfectly
weather and not feel the bronchial trouble at
the doctors it wholly Point, Iron King, and many other all.
Let me say to all who are siiSertag from
made on the San Francisco mine at that baffles
Thousands of properties with less development The such coninlaints to irive Dr. Pierce's ColdeaCedar, Ariz. The company found they drives from the system. from
consump- Washington has not produced for a Medical Discovery a fair trial, and I am consufferers
had not power enough to hoist and tion, pneumonia,
nuceii mat good results win oe ODiainea."
bronchitis owe their number of years cause, litigation
operate their plant so they are putting
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
conquers
lives and health to it.
It
but that matter has been finally settled
In a new holster.
is sent fret on regrip, saves little ones from croup and by the courts and It will soon resume Adviser,
A mill for the Gold noad mine In whooping cough and is positively guar- operations. The ore in
stamps, to pay exWashing- ceipt of 21
the
Arizona is the next good news that will anteed for all throat and lung troubles. ton has been of a good grade, and its pense of mailing only ; or 31 stamps for
be heard. The mine shaft Is being 50c,' $1.00. Trial bottles tree at an operation will mean much to the dis the book in cloth binding. Address Dr.
sunk and the 'ore is said to be high druggists.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
trict,
New boarding and
grade milling.
Lone Star, now belonging to the
The
bunk houses have just been completed
Navaho company, has received a large
Arrival and Departure of Mails.
THE GOLDEN C0CHITI.
and other buildings.
amount of development work during
to the
The conviction that the Bonlto disthe year, tunnels and cross-cutMAILS ARRIVE.
amount of 1,600 feet having been From the north and east... 11: 00 a.m.
trict in Lincoln county. Is destined to
become one of the greatest gold pro- A Comprehensive Review of Bland riven. On the third level below the
10:40 p.m.
and
ducing camps in the southwest, is
tunnnel a large flow of water was re- Distributed
12:80 a.m.
cently encountered, which' will prove
gradually forcing itself upon mining
and Surrounding Country.
12:30 p.m.
and
of great benefit to the company. Ore From the west
men and, as a result, capital is pouring
8:06 a.m.
from the Lone Star has heretofore
Into that part of the country.
9:00 a.m.
Distributed
mill,
plans
a
been
small
in
but
treated
7:10 a.m.
From the south
MINES AND MINING.
Ben O. Hatfield baa sold his interest
improved
works
large,
reduction
for
7:60 a.m.
Distributed
In the Ore Grande mine near Wicken-burof
completed.
amount
are
The
about
to his partners, George E. Lamb
MAILS CLOSE.
ore this mine is capable of furnishing For the north
and Frank W. Ellis, for $lo0,000. Mr. From Bland Herald,
11:00 p.m.
and east
supply
present
a
would
at the
time
Hatfield had a sixth interest in the
7:10 a.m.
and
Bland,
of
town
in
The
the
northeast
250,000
years,
is
tons
as
large
mill for
property which places a cash market! ern part of the country, about fifty
p.m.
10:00
west
For
the
now
be
in
to
conservatively estimated
value on the mine of $600,000.
10:00 p.m.
For the aouth
miles by the road from Albuquerque, sight.
Mail for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
F. W. Fuller of Colorado has negot- is a mining town, but the work at this
The Iron King, which belongs to a
iated for the purchase of a group of point is confined to mining the prec- Denver company. Is to resume opera- and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
gold claims in San Francisco district ious metals. The town is the center of tions soon and the rich ore will be
Carriers collect mail from boxes at
from Carl Tanner, Charles J. George, the famous Cochitl mining country, treated at their mill six miles below 5 p. m.
Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
John Blndshaedler and Sam Kloppen-stens- . now well known as one of the most ex Bland. They now own the Good Hope,
The price is $50,000, $500 down, tensive and productive of New Mex with a fine record and a good showing and 3:30 p. m.
20,000 in May and the balance later. ico s many mining camps. It is sit- of high grade telluride ore.
Sunday Hours General Delivery
These deals with cash down are the uated in Pino Canyon, about ten miles
At the head of Colla Canyon is the and carriers' windows open from 10 to
highest recommendation for the di- from the Rio Grande, and 1b surround- famous Albemarle, which has the 11 a. m.
General delivery window open daily
strict
ed on all sides by a rich mineral coun greatest development of any mine in
James Penberthy, an old miner of try. It was founded about seven years the district, but there is room and min- except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
K. W. HOPKINS, P. M.
the country, died at his brother's house ago. The nearest railway point is at eral with values sufficient for a large
.
o
In Kingman, Ariz., Tuesday, of pneu Thornton, on the main line of the Atch number of enterprises of the same
(Homestead Entry No. 6797.)
Topeka & Santa Fe, about
magnltade.
monla. He was born in Cornwall, Eng ison,
distant, but a stage line fur
About one mile below the Albemarle
land, in 1850. He was one of thelucky ree
Notice for Publication.
owners of the American Flag mine in nishes comfortable transportation for Is the property of the Golden Cochitl Department of the Interior, Land Of
Us palmy days and had but recently passengers and a dally mail. During Tunnel company. This company owns
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 10,
the same coaches con on the "mother vein" several of the
1902.
made another rich discovery on Burro the summer
and best claims of the district, and its In
Creek. He was burled from the tinue up the canyon from Bland,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Sulphur
to
across
the
mountains
penetrate
center
Is
true
to
the
foltention
lowing named settler has filed notice
church, a large number of friends
bprings, a well known health resort, of the mineral zone at a depth of about of his Intention
lowing him to the grave.
to make final proof
have been found to .600 feet. The company's tunnel has In support of his claim, and that said
waters
where
the
The Denver mine at Elizabethtown, possess highly valuable medicinal qual reached the
t
the
mark,
and
pi oof will be made before the probate
Colfas county, presents a lively scene ities. The ores of the Cochitl camp work goes merrily on.
clerk of Bernalillo county at Albuquertnese days. The pumps are in opera are chiefly valuable for their gold.
many
Canyon
promis
are
Peralta
que. N. M.. on April 19, 1902, viz: Man
tlon, taking water out of the shaft pre- They are usually of low grade, but are ingInprospects,
a number of which have uel Gutierrez y Garcia, for tne
paratory to beginning active mining of a character that can be worked in considerable development
PeralThe
E
SW. sec. 34. T. 9 N., R.
this week. It is the intention of the the camp. This, taken in connection ta Gold Mining company have
some 6NW..
E.
company to put a large force of men with the fact that they are found in properties that are up to the general
He names the following witnesses to
at work in the old shaft or tunnel (la immense bodies, and are also very standard of the district in values.
prove his continuous residence upon
cline) and also to drive a new tunnel evenly mineralized, makes mining at
put
company
intends to
The Navaho
and cultivation of said land, vifl:
700 feet lower down the hill, to inter Cochitl profitable and reliable.
in an Immense mill in Bland, which
Mlramon Lucero, Santiago Garcia
sect with present workings, thus proUp to a few years ago comparatively will make it the largest enterprise In
viding a way to handle the ore without little attention was given to the de- the territory, but a good idea can be Jose Sanchez, Atilano Tapla, all of
having to hoist it out of the shaft
velopment of the mineral resources of formed of tie extent and richness or Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
this section, and prospectors as a rule the Cochitl mineral field from the
Register,
We aell the greatest of blood puri passed by this section and gave their fact that there is room for at least a
o
fiers, Acker s Blood Ellxer, under a pos attention to what seemed to be more dozen more, of equal capacity, and ore
Colombo Hall.
itive guarantee. It will cure chron promising fields. This made it very enough to keep them running full
For dancing parties, lectures, etc..
1c and other blood poisons.
If you difficult to secure capital for invest handed for at least a quarter of a cenhave eruptions or sores on your body, ment In any mining enterprise In the tury, and probably much longer. A for dates apply to O. A. Matson, agent
or are pale, weak or run down. It is country, and since the leads are gener railroad from some point on the Atchi
SEEDS.
just what you need. We refund money ally of a character requiring a liberal son. Topeka & Santa Fe to Bland Is
At David A. Dinner's, West Railroad
If you are not satisfied. 60 cents and outlay of money in development work much needed, and if such a line were
find machinery In order to mane tnem built, so that ores could be shipped avenue, can be found a full line of first
II.
profitable, the want of capital put the out at a moderate expense, reduction class garden Beds, alfalfa seed, onion
o
.
mining industry Here at a great aisaa works sufficient to handle the output sets, seed oats, black or white, and of
MOHAVE COUNTY MINES.
vantage. But a better knowledge oi of the camp would probably be built varieties best adapted to this vicinity
the real value of this section of the ter along the Rio Grande, where the ad
From Kingman Miner.
We still have some big bargains in
of view his vantage of water power could be had
John Barry is arranging for active ritory from a mining point tne
in
last tew This would greatly facilitate the devel winter underwear, suits, Overcoats,
prosecution of work on his Sunlight wrought a great change most
extensive opment of the camp, since the small gloves and hosiery. Call and be shown
years and some of the
mine.
tne territory win operators, who are unable to put up Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clo
We understand that on the three mining enterprises of operation
here.
le in successful
mills of their own, would tnus be given thier.
hundred level in the Schuylkill mine, soon
Most Drominent among the gold and a market for their ores.
at Chloride, a big ore body has been silver
districts of New Mexico is the
Parties seeking a place for invest
See the new black and white effects
cut In a crosscut.
"the Cripple Creek of New ment should investigate our resources, in wool, silk and wash goods at the
T. C. Loughrey was in from the Gold Cochitl,
northeastern
the
Mexico."
Is
in
It
desiring
one
Any
information
further
Economist
Road country several days this week part of Bernalillo county, twenty-threo
this district may address
He says all the mines of that country miles by dally stage from Thornton, on regarding
N.
M.
Bland,
Tin. galvanized Iron and copper
are showing up well and much ore is the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. The The Bland Herald,
work. Albuquerque Hardware compabeing hoisted to the surface.
stage route from Thornton to Bland is
A New Smelter.
Clack brothers have nearly a carload
shipment of ore on the dump of the
R. F. Harris of Chloride, a miner of
WIFE'S INGENUITY
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot
Rico mine, in the C. O. D. canyon
experience, seeing the great need of a
The shaft is now down seventy feet
smelter for Mohave county, has for all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com
Save Her Husband.
and the vein in the bottom is looking
The author of the "Degeneration of some time been urging, through corres pany.
well.
Dorothy." Mr. Franklin Kinsella, 226 pondence. the Vulcan Smelting and veDeming will be the great smelter
G. A. Wagner, who has been operat- W. 25th street. New York City, was fining company of San Francisco, to
Two large planta will be in
ing the Alexander mine in Union Bas the victim of a little
but he put in one of their furnaces either at center.
in, departed Sunday last for Oregon, can best tell the story himself.
Kingman. Chloride, or Mineral Station stalled within the year.
where he has mining interests. Be must confess that I have been the vie The result of Mr. Harris work has
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen
fore he left here be closed the mine tlm of an innocent deception which been the sending of M. Armstrong, an
company,
to
by
Vulcan
down temporarily.
exDert.
the
Bring In your tinware and have it
turned out all for the best, however
The Lovin and Gross mines, near the
I had been resting under the belief, look over the field. After ten days of repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
investigation Mr. Arm pany.
old Mofs, upon which T. B. Scott has for some years, that coffee Berved as a continuous
.a bond, are showing up well. One of lubricant to my cerebral convolutions strong pronounced the mineral outlook
the cla'ms has a shaft fifty feet deep in other words, 'made the wheels go the best he has seen during many
Ruppe'a drug store open all night.
and another has reached a depth of round,' and I had an idea that I could years of mining. The smelter is as every night
thirty feet, all in ore.
sured but just where to locate it Is not
not work without it as a stimulant.
The Yellow Aster mine, near the
I soon paid the penalty in nervous- so easy to decide until further lnves
Homestake property, 1b showing up ness, loss ot flesh. Insomnia and rest tigation. Each one of the points nam
An average lessness, none of which troubles would ed offer their particular inducements
weil under development.
Kingman Wealth.
sample taken from the bottom of the yield to any or all medicines. I final
shaft gave a return of nearly fifteen ly got in rather a bad way and my wife
Union County Court.
ounces gold and eight ounces silver to took a hand in the affair all unknown
That's nothing. Every one
to me. She purchased a package of
the ton.
Judge W. J. Mills. Secundlno Rome
Charles G. Davis and I. W. Hawkins Post um Coffee and first gave me one-- ro. W. E. Gortner and Oapt. L. C. Fort is tired at times. The trouble
t
have located the big copper vein in the half Postum and
coffe. In
returned Saturday evening from Clay
It's
Aquarius mountains, eabt of the Wind- little time she had me down to clear ton. Union county, where they had is you can't get rested.
mill, and brought to Kingman, samples Postum, and I was none the wiser.
your impure blood that makes
been for five days.
I noticed that 1 was getting better
of ore that were phenomlnally rich.
The term was very successful, about
gave
samples
a
I
of
bega
the
result of my nerves were steadier, and
One
thirty cases having been heard, all of the disturbance. Try Ayer's
over 71 ounces gold to ine ton.
to gain flesh and sleep nights. My which were civil cases.
Sarsaparilla.
Your doctor
M. Armstrong, representing the Vul work was performed far better than
Only ten indictments were rendered
will
tell
Kingyou what is in it, and
my old condition.
can smelter people, has been in
and only five Individuals were invol
Commenting upon my greatly lm ved.
man the past two weeks examining the
wny
win nelp you so
it
different mines and mining camps with proved health one morning I was told
The case of Good, charged with the
a view to putting in a series of smel- the truth. 'Tis to laugh,' bo I submit murder of a man named Bell, the promptly.
ters of small capacity. The Vulcan ted gracefully and joined the Postum grand jury failed to bring in an Indict
"1 sunered terribly for 12 years.
smelters are to handle copper and iron ranks.
ment, as they deemed the killing jus
doctors said mv blood was all turn
sulphide ores.
Experience teaches that boiling
tillable on the grounds that Bell was The to
water. At last
tried Aver's
ine
S. C. Bagg. manager of the New
the game. When the direc criminally intimate with Mrs. Good.
and was soon in the best
Sarsaparilla,
Comstock mining company, came in tlon a are carried out the result will be
was
no
ready
There
criminal cases
of health again.
from Los Angeles this morning. While as fine a cup of rich, fragrant coffee as for trial. Las Vegas Record.
Mrs. J. W. Fiala, Hadlyme, Conn.
In the city be secured a long term lease ever delighted the senses without ruin
J. C AVER CO, UwcU, Mats.
$1. All aranlstt.
of the Sheeptrall mill and intends at ing the nerves."
Subscribes for The Dally Citizen
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TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWE8T
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
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WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTERS OF THE CELEBRATED BEER
PRODUCED BY THE WILLIAM J. LEMP BREWING COMPANY,
AND INVITE THE TRADE TO AFFORD US AN OPPORTUNITY TO
SHOW PRICES AND QUALITY IN COMPETITION
WITH ANY
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MONUMENTS.
All kinds of atone and jaable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

V. V. CLARK,
Afftnlno. a nil tn.taIliiivlA.1 .nirinu. 1 AG
West Gold avenue, .juquerque, N. M.
We offer subject to prior sale jSO.OO
specialties Keports, survey and maps;
plana and reduction works; mine and 5 per cent.
first mortgage elecmining investments; second hand mining tric bonds.
For further particulars, admachinery; custom assaying and analysis.
dress Stepnen D. Demmon & Co., 100
Washington street, Chfcago, III., or
OSTEOPATHY.
Moscow E. L. & P. Co., Moscow, Idaho.
o
Dr. Conner.
Business Opening, $5,000.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Sttll'a School
of Osteopnlhy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trou
Here Is a chance for some one to
ble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
purchase
a well established and verr
ana
omce. wniting building, rooms zi
profitable business In a first class min23; Automatic telephone, 164.
ing town in Arizona at a bargain. It is
20-ye-

proposition, including
three lots, large
storeroom with cellar, stable,
dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
monthly sales, (2,750, mostly cash;
f
terms easy; death of wife and child of
Appointments made by maiL
proprietor reason for sellng. At a
LAWYER3
glance it will be seen that this Is a rare
chance to make an exceptionally good
Dernard 8. Rodey
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N. investment. For full particulars and
M. Prompt attention given to all business terms, address or see II S. Knight at
pertaining to tne proression. win prac- once, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
tice In all courts of the territory and be
DENTI8T8

about a

$5,000

fine up to date stock,

E. J. Alger, D. D. 3.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Brotherw
Office hours: 8 a. m. to 11 p. m. I'M D
to 6 p. tn. Automatic telepbeas) Mo

five-roo-

fore the United States land omce.

NOVELTY FABRICS IN SUMMER
GOODS. DONT MISS INSPECTING
I. M. Bond
OUR LINE.
42 F street. N.
ATTORN
ROSENWALD BROS.
W., Washington, P. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, caviats, letters pat
$1
CORSETS
FOR 60 CENTS.
ent, trade marks, claims.
60 CENT CORSETS FOR 25 CENTS.
REMEMBER ONLY ONE WEEK
William D. Lee
ATTORNEY-AT-uAOiflce. room T. MORE.
N. T. Armijo building. Will practice Id
ROSENWALD BROS.
ail tne courts ot tne territory.
o
(Homestead Entry No. 6792.)
R. W. D. Bryan
Notice for Publication.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N. Department of the Interior, Land OfM. Office. First National Bank building.
fice at
Fe, N. M., March 3,

Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-.- . x LAW. rooms

1902.

Santa

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof t
support of his claim, and that said
E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Crom- - proof will be made before the probate
well block, Albuquerque, IM. M.
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquer
que. N. M., oh April 10. 1902, viz: MlraJohn H. Stlngle,
for the S
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block mon Lucero y Garcia,
NW4, N4 SWV4. sec. 35, T. 9 N., R. 6
Albuquerque, N. M.
E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
PHYSICIAN
prove his continuous residence upon
Dr. J. E. Bronson
and cultivation of said land, vis:
Homeopathic Pbyslelan,
Santiago Garcia y Velasquez, AnBlock.
Whiting
17,
Room
dres Lebarlo, Manuel Gutierrez y Garcia, Juan Lobato, all of Escobosa, N.
--

and

1

S.

N. T. Armijo building. Albuquerque, N.M.

M.

Yci. Glaesner,

.... Tailor.

Automatic 'phone 574.
2161 South Second

Street,

Aliinonorana.

V

Mox.

MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
WHEN IN SAN MAhCIAL
STOP AT

'
"

The Wigwam Saloon
ONLY 8ECOND CLA8S HOUSE
w
IN TOWN

f
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Failro&d Topics
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad
company Intends to erect a library and
reading room this summer at Chama,
Rio Arriba county. It will also erect a
brick office building.
E. A. Austin, at present trainmaster
of the Oklahomo division, has been
promoted to the place formerly held
by Mr. Robblns and will move hi
headquarters to Topeka.
W. H. Shultz has tanen charge of
the run as engineer on the branch between Santa Fe and Lamy. He served
In the 33d legislative assembly from
San Miguel county and made agood

or two heavy cotton quilts, a thin mat-- '
tress filled with hair or wool, a small,
sheet-Irostove cither conical or
square, an ax, a canvass sheet about
12x10 feet in size.
This is best of
rather heavy duck, A "dutch oven,"
pan,
fry
water bucket, two or more
stew" pans of granite ware, coffee pot,
tea pot. two covered buckets of about
t
capacity, brew pan, and
waHh dish, plates, spoons, cups, knives
and forks.
A list of provisions for camp Is a
hard thing to make out, but the essentials are: Beans, flour, bacon, onions,
lard, coffee, tea. rice, sugar, dried fruit.
salt, baking powder (the best, made or
cure cream of tartar and soda), pep- Der. and I should strongly advise plen
ty of chilli. This is tne diet oi me proB
Dector. often for montns at a time,
and as a rule he is the personification
of robust health.
Additions can. of course, be made to
the list, which will depend upon indi
vidual taste, as breakfast goons, oat
meal, cereal coffees, canned milk, veg
etahles and fruits. I consider canned
mrnfn and fish unfit for the numan
stomach. But the plainer the diet
combined with plenty of exercise In
the onen air. nine to twelve hours
aleen and a sufficiency of warm cloth
ing. the better the prospect ior neauu
lmnrovement.
Mv observation is all water for
drinkine nurnosea should be boiled.
cannot even except water from springs
and wells, as deleterious mineral, am
mal and .vecetable substances get in.
and clearness Is no Indication that
water is healthful.
Emnlovment of some kind I con
sider quite essential to the welfare of
the Invalid, and fortunately there 1b
much that can be done to keep one
busy. Prospecting, hunting, exploration of ancient ruins Of the country,
which la interesting, instructive, and
can be made profitable, or collecting
the rare flora and fauna of the country,
The medical fraternity in New Hexlco are away above the average in intelligence and skill, and I strongly ad
vise invalids to consult tnem, as tney
are vastly better acquainted with con
dltlons necullar to the country tnan
eastern doctorB can be, and better able
tn advise as to diet and medicines.
And lastly, do not come looking ror
emnlovment. as the labor market is
fullv suDDlied with healthy workmen,
rn not come exDectlng to be support
ed. You are apt to go hungry lr you do.
no not exDect climate to undo tne dam
age of years of ill living ir you persist
In error. Lead a soler, clean, restful
life, and hope for rapid improvement
n

be earned In 1902. There are other con
siderations which make it impossible
for me to nesltate In saying that the
interest on the debenture bonds will be
saved and enough will be laid aside to
pay off the principal as It falls due and
n addition to these funds, the dividend
and surplus resources wtil be much
larger than the majority of friends of

three-quar-

Nasal
CATARRH
in

an iti ttagra.

Ely's Cream Balm

K

JUnf

MAUSARD'S MILLS

clean sm, tontht and hralt
the diseased membrane.
It caret catarrh and drire
way a coid In tl bead
oalckly.
Cream Ilnlm It nlaced Into tba Doatrila.cpreada
over the membrane and la absorbed. Relief la Immediate and a cure follows. It la not drying Joea
not produce aneezlng. Large Site, BO cent at Drag-gi- ft
or bj mail ; Trial Size, 10 tent.

the road anticipate."
This Climate la Good
Demlng has a magnificent school
enough for anybody with weak lungs.
Bystem.
The patient need not travel. He can
OonMt men: Order your spring suit
get well here with the help of Allen's
frotn the Nettleton Tailoring agency.
Lung Balsam, 'taken frequently when
record.
r.uu spr.ng Earaplcs to select from.
and shortness of "breath after
J. W. Robblns, trainmaster of th coughing serve
upon
him
exercise
notice
that
Hot TamalesEvery Night.
eastern division of the Santa Fe railway, has been appointed superintend- serious pulmonary trouble is not far
At
Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
the
ent of the northern division of the away. Allen's Lung Balsam is free
place) hot tamales will be served
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe. the Galves- from any form of opium.
every night. Families wishing tamales
o
ton line of the Santa Fe proper.
can order by telephone.
thirty-fou"CORA, THE COWGIRL,"
The gross earnings of
roads for the fourth week of February
Attend special Bale of tailor made
were $7,187,752, against $6,750,688 for Shoot Up Santa Rosa and Drives
suits at the Economist.
Peace Officers Into Hiding.
the fourth week of February. 1901. an
roads
The following Is from the Denver
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
increase of $137,064. Twenty-siRepublican, dated Santa Rosa, March
show Increases and eight decreases.
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON
Owing to the completion of the Rock Id, and can be taken either with or
B. STERN.
Island extension, the railroad and without salt:
"Cora Chiquita, known as 'Cora, the
clerical force at Alamogordo has been cowgirl,'
Just now is giving this town
Notice of Removal.
greatly Increased which means a corwide birth. Last Friday Chiquita
C. A. Lampman has moved from No
responding growth In the pay roll paid
up
by
riding
and
of
a
had
fun
lot
here
315 South Second street to No. 307
out In that prosperous Otero county
down Main street, a revolver In each
South First street where he will be
town every month.
everyshooting
hand, yelling and
at
found by all wishing WALL PAPER,
Frank Hungate, a Santa Fe train one
appearance
whose
did not strike
paints, oils, estimates on work, etc.
captain out of Albuquerque, N. M., who her fancy.
o
has lots of friends In Topeka, is renewshe had galloped out. of town
Why carry your bundle when you
ing acquaintances here for a few days, the"After
officers came out of hiding
can get 'them delivered by the Parcel
says the Topeka Journal. Next Wed- and peace
are all carrying warrants for
Delivery at 10 cents. Automatic tele
nesday he will go to Arkansas City her they
now, and remaining carefully
phone 202.
for a visit with relatives.
within the city limits. She wounded
superintend
George R. Henderson,
two men while here. La Chiquita is as
WEDNESDAY LAST DAY
ent of motive power for the Santa Fe, pretty as a picture, being about a quar
Tbat the assessor will be in new town
Philadelphia,
returned Thursday from
ter blood Cherokee. She is 23 years
to receive the returns. Call at the of
where he has been two weeks lookilg old, dresses in men's attire, always
fice of F. H. Kent at once and avoid
after matters relating to the construe carries two revolvers, Is a dead shot.
the rush of the last day when you may
tion of the 45 new prairie freight loco- can ride anything that wears hair and
be obliged to wait some time for your
motives which the Baldwin works is Is alternately a loving and tenderturn.
building for this company. These en- hearted woman and a fierce and dar
ALEJANDRO SANDOVAL.
gines are numbered from 1050 up and ing desperado."
Assessor,
beeinnimr in a week or two will be de
livered to the purchaser at the rate of
Years.
For Over Sixty
WAISTINGST AN IMMENSE LINE
four every seven days, the Intention
An old and well tried remedy.
FOR YOUR SELECTION.
being to complete the order by the ena
Syrup
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
has
ROSENWALiJ BROS
of April. Practically the only differ been used for over sixty years by
o
ence between them and the passenger millions of mothers for their children
Quick Sale Fruit Store.
locomotives of the same type Is the while teething with perfect success
Big red apples, $1.30 to $2.25 per
size of driver, the freight engines hav It soothes the child, soften the gums,
box; bananas, 35 cents; nuts and can
of
ing a 69 inch driving wheel instead
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
dles. 109 West Railroad avenue.
Sam Finley Killed.
one ten inches larger which is the di- Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
received from Ton- was
telegram
A
Demlng! Don't overlook it if you
mension of those already in service. pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug opah, Nevada, to the effect that bam
The machinery, size of cylinder and gists in every part of the world, Finley had been snot and Kiuea ai are looking for a sale and paying In'
vestment.
general plan of the two are otherwise Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Sam Finley was well
o
Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for that nlarn.
identical.
throughout southern Arizona,
known
Surgeon's
Knlft Not Needed.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and He was a brotner of Hon. J. is. nniey
Surgery is no longer necessary to
Practically Starving.
take no other kind.
of the Southern Pacific company, who cure piles.
DewittB witcn Hazel
"After using a few bottles of Kodol
o
is now stationed at Los Angeles, sam Salve cures such cases at once, removDyspepsia Cure my wife received per
fect and permanent relief from a se- HINTS TO HEALTH SEEKERS had a host of friends in Tucson, who ing the necessity for dangerous, painwill he aorrv to hear of his sad end ful and expensive operations. For
vere and chronic case of stomach
In
The deceased served as City Mar scalds, cuts, burns, wounds, bruises,
trouble," says J. R. Kolly, real estate,
sores and skin diseases it Is uneinsurance and loan agent, of Macomb, New Mexico Climate and How to shal of Tucson, and wasa prominent
candidate before the democratic con qualled. Beware of counterfeits. J. H.
111.
"Before using Kodol Dyspepsia
ventlon of 1898 for sheriff or Pima O Rlelly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co. '
Cure she- could not eat an ordinary
Use It.
county. He was his party 8 candidate
o
meal without intense suffering. She is
Demlng is the great mining center
for county assessor when John Bogan
now entirely cured. Several physicians
was
of
southwetu
elected.
the
the present Incumbent
and many remedies had failed to give
DR. BONNEY'S GOOD ADVICE.
o
Tucson Star.
relief." You don't have to diet. Eat
any good food you want, but don't
O
LADIES' EXTRA FINE COT- - O
Police Officer Whipped.
overload the stomach. Kodol Dyspep
Lorenzo Vigil, one of the night po O TON VESTS. LOW NECK AND 0
sia Cure will always digest it for you From the San Marcial Bee.
IS A REGULAR 0
J. H. ORlelly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
Much has been written regarding the lice, started an argument Saturday 0 SLEEVELESS
VEST; SALE PRICE 0
o
climate of New Mexico as a curative night that turned out different than he 0 WILL
BE 10 CENTS.
0
RAILROAD RUMORS.
agent in certain diseases, but in all the planned. Vigil had been drinking ana 0
B. ILFELD & CO.
0
I have Been it furnishes the called Milton Burns, a colored man 0
articles
Santa Fe Likely to Build Through Rio means but In no case gives instruc here, a few syllables that Webster fails
Arriba County This Year.
tions for its use. Briefly, and from to quote, and Burns gave him a few
New goods arriving dally at the
Two experienced railroad men stop personal observation and experience,
Fitzslmmons uppercuts, knocxing mm Economist.
ped over night at Tlerra Amarilla Sat 1 wish to furnish information I
away rrom
taking
out.
star
and
his
con'
o-urday and resumed their journey to sider essential and valuable.
him. Vigil has not been seen since
Outing
o cents per yard.
flannel,
Santa Fe Sunday morning. While here
In
town
he
average
left
reDorted
that
is
invalid seems to think and it
B. Stero.
Leon
they exhibited a letter from a prom! helue
to
neglected
draw
hurry
he
can come from the east, bring his such a
that
nent railroad contractor conveying the disease, bad habits and sins with him
his pay. It is said that Vigil was the
Ruppe's drug store open all night,
interesting Information that the Santa and recover health lost by exposure agressor and entirely to blame. Las every
night.
Fe was letting grading contraqts and dissipation, late hours and excesses In Vegas Record.
many
be
would
needed
workmen
that
food and drink, simply by breathing
Investments in Demlng lota wli:
Las Veaas Copper Smelter.
While the letter did not make the air. Further, they have a vague idea
double and treble in one year.
O. W. Hutchins and W. B. Twltchell
positive statement, it intimated broad the people of the southwest desire their
ly that the road would be constructed presence so much they will suDDort went out to their claims at San Pablo
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
in the direction of Durango, opening them in idleness and luxury while the Sunday and report that a tunnel has
ROSEN WALD BROS.
up cue rich agricultural and grazing cumate is doing its work; or that em been dug twenty-fivfeet and the ore
go,
Demlng
offers
county
looking
they
in
to Bettiers ployment can be secured for the ask
the same opportuni
better the farther
lands of Rio Arriba
and the inexhaustable coal and gold ing. They learn their mistake when The St. Louis Mining and Extraction ties now that the most prosperous
company, of which these gentlemen cities in the west offered several years
mines and forests of valuable timber too late.
to investors.
The diseases most sought to be re- are members, have raised $14,000 for a ago.
Of course this is only a pointer, but lieved by a sojourn in the dry air of reduction mill and developments on
We Make a Specialty
regions are "consump- their properties. Representatives of
It is a significant one. If the Santa Fe the semi-ariproposes to' build several hundred tion," asthma, bronchitis and other the company go to Denver the middle of dried, selected wood and kindling.
miles of railroad this Year, as is al forms of pulmonary affections acute or of the week to get the machinery for All sizes and lengths. Hahn.
leged, it is almost certain to be built chronic. It is not, however, generally their reduction plant, and on their re
Quality is
people look for now
in this direction, for it is virgin tern Known tnat numerous other diseases turn next week, the ground will be adays more what
than low prices. But a
tory, so far as railroads are concerned are often cured by a residence here.
broken for their mill and the plant combination of
both la always pleasing
It is not the province of this article rushed to completion. San Pablo will and that you find
rich and prolific in natural resources,
at the Futrelle Fur
camp,
mining
soon
person
by
a
to
any
how
have
a
by
tell
is
benefited
railroad.
not
traversed
the
and
niture Co., west end of viaduct.
Vega
signs
no
not
fall.
Las
if
all
air,
waters
of
and
climatic
Republican.
conditions
Tierra Amarilla
tnis portion oi the country; I only wish Record.
Remember the masquerade ball to
FAKE HAIR PREPARATIONS.
to give my views as to how to live'
given by the Woman's Relief Corps
If you desire a good complexion use be
while here.
at Colombo hall, March 17.
pure
Moki
a
acts
Tea,
drink.
herb
It
Do Hair No Good, But Often Cause It
many
persons
come
o
here and
loo
to Fall Out.
Agricultural lands In Demlng are uncontinue the mode of life they were ac on the liver and makes the skin smooth
Mauy hair preparations are "fake customed to in the east: warm, illy and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c surpassed for fertility, production of
because they are merely scalp Irri ventilated .rooms, inappropriate cloth and 50c. Money refunded if it does not fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
tants. They often cause a dryness, ing, irregular hours and unsuitable satisfy you. Write to W, H. Hooker &
Have you seen that blue enameled
making the hair brittle and, finally, food and drink and, in some cases Co., Buffalo, N. V., for free sample.
o
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardlifeless. Dandruff la the cause of all habits not mcntionable here. All this
San Juan County Canal.
ware company's store. It Is the most
trouble with hair. It Is a germ dis- must be changed. If the patient is ex
The new Hammond canal promises beautiful and ornamental
ease. The germ makes cuticle scales Iremely sick, not able to live out of
ware ever
waterways
one
of
to
in
be
best
the
the
digs
to the root of the hair, where town, secure rooms which are exposed
as it
seen in Albuquerque.
county.
two
and
heads
It
it destroy.- the hair's vitality, causing to the sun for the greater part of the
the hair to fall out. To cure dandruff day. Dress warmly in flannel and miles above Largo and is now com
WE WILL CONTINUE OUR SALE
the germ must be killed. "Destroy the Bleep in wool sheets, and avoid the pleted for a distance of two miles, with OF CORSETS FOR ANOTHER WEEK
the
a
When
finished
bottom.
foot
ten
s morning and evening chill.
cause, you remove the effect."
Sleep at
ROSENWALD BROS.
milt
Herpielde is the only hair prep least nine hours a day. and above all canal will be eleven and
supply
3.000
long
to
will
water
and
Keep your eye oa Demlng.
aration tbat kills the dandruff germ things live out of doors In the sunshine
thereby leaving tho hair to grow lux every hour possible. The diet must be acres of heretofore arid land. Farm
A Falc Trial
urlantly.
nutritious and abundant and epiritous ington Hustler.
and an honest judgment is all we ask
liquors strictly avoided.
If you Were Scared
for our handscreened "Gallup Mine"
A Big Saving.
I know there are some who will not
Speaking of the recent addition to agree with me In this last respect, but easily you might suiose that the pai lump. $5 per ton. Hahn.
o
the equipment of the Santa Fe road observation, experience and a medical In the lower part of your back meant
and the results, a director of that com education leads me to believe more kidney trouble. But being a person o OOO00000O0 0OO000000
CHILDREN'S
FINE GAUZE 0
men are killed by alcoholic liquors sense you know it is only muscular O
pany said:
VESTS 0
"The latest experiments are bearing than are benefited if any benefit can stiffness, fro mcold. and that prompt O SHIRTS AND PANTS:
LONO
OR 0
EITHER
O WITH
out our previous reports as t the sav accrue ut an Irora their use.
treatment with Perry Davis' Painkille O SHORT
SLEEVES;
PANTS 0
Tiia invalid who is in physical con will prevent
ing from our new motive power. Our
it from growing into lum O WITH EITHER ANKLE OR 0
experts estimated that something over dition to get away from the towns is bago. Act accordingly
and you will ! O KNEE LENGTH; 25 CENTS.
0
$1.0uo.O'Kt a year could be saved by the the one who best has a chance to en
B. ILrELD & CO.
you
glad
saw
this.
is but one O
There
0
recover
neauu.
new
person
engines
iireiy
cars
and
a
of
si'.cn
installation
OO0000OOOO O0O000000
and the use of oil as a fuel on the can find a 6ring, stream or well in the Painkiller. Perry Davis.
greater part of the system. The fig- mountain? adjacent to wood, or even
Cochiti Mining Stock.
the timber, and there live at slight
ures which our engineers furnished in
At the Boston Mine exchange last
The things needed are as
were taken conservatively, but we did expense.
week 21,470 shares of Cochiti Gold
A good tent of
not count on any such saving as they follows:
double filled duck, a cot covered with Mining company stock were sold at
had predicted.
"We now find that there 1b every rea- canvass, plenty of wool blankets, one from 4a to 80 cents a share. Of Saut
re Gold and Copper comnanv stoc
son to believe that the savings will far
were sold at from $3.50 to
exceed their estimates. Whereas our Many School Children Sickly. 520 shares
a snare.
early figures placed the yearly saving Mother Oray'a Sweet Powders for Chilat something over $1,000,000, it is now dren, uxed by Mother Gray, a nurse In
you wake up with a bad taste
Children's home. New York, break up In When
almost certain that $2,000,000 is a more colds
your mouth you may know that you
In twenty-fou- r
hours, cure feverish-liesreasonable estimate of the amount to
headache, stomach troubles, teeth- neea a oose or Chamberlain s Stomach
be gained by the changes contemplated ing disorders, move
and regulate the bow- and Liver Tablets. They will cleanse
els, and destroy worms. Mrs. Kmtly
in this department.
Merlden. Ct.. says: "It Is the best your stomach, improve your appetite THE BEST MONEY WILL BUY
"Further advices also as to the probin the world for children when ana mane you feel like a new man
able earnings of the road during the medicine
gold by all They are easy to take, being suga
feverish and complaining-.For Sale by
druggists
or by mail 25c. Sample sent
year
of 1902 make k certain that
f seal
F. G. PRATT & CO,
Address Allen S. OI instead, Le Hoy. coated, and pleasant in effect. For
at least 8 per cent on the common will frea.
N. T.
sale by all druggists.
Fancy Grocers
Distributors
r
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CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

e

d

d

one-hal- f

New-bro'-
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The Largest and Best rlour Mills

car

In New Mexico.
Flour and bran In
Lots a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

COrXe00K400C0
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Wool Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WE DOICUSTOM TANNING OF

.

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clas-

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.

s

00400400OCC1)0404

ZEIGER CAFE
:

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors,

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE8T WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOME8TIC WINES A COGNAC.
Tha Coolest and Highest Grade pf Lager served.
Finest and Beat Imported and Domestic Cigars

0Or J04K0OOOCOOOOOOOOO0OOOO

F. T0MEI

& BR0. Allen W. Moore
Steam Carpet
Cleaning Works
8TREET.

610 NORTH THIRD

0000000000 000000000

e

;.

-

Automatic 'Phone 59f
Carpets thoroughly cleaned and steamed. The only sanitary way to
carpets cleaned. Carpets altered,,
sewed and laid; feathers renovated'
and Bteamed; mattresses renovated
and remade.
have-you-

IS

Have Just received a large stock of
foreign and domestic woolens, which
they are prepared to make up in first
class style at reasonable prices, con
slstent with first class work, Ladles
and gentlemen's clothing cleaned,
pressed and repaired at short notice.
119 RAILROAD AVENUE.

In Demlng another good hotel ia
needed to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
Demlng water la chemically pur-eequal to Polan Springs.
o
(Homestead Entry No. 6537.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., February 6,

r

AND RUGS CLEANED
CARPETS
AND 8COURED ON THE FLOOR.
If you want your old carpets and
rugs to look new give us a trial, as
our work in this line 1b unexcelled. All
work done by competent and experienced hands.
To those wishing to do their own
scouring we will sell our Superior Carpet Scouring Preparation in any quantity at 45 cents a gallon. Trial quarts,
two for 25 cents, delivered.

Phone and postal orders received..
PROMPT ATTENTION.

The Old Process
t

,
,

Hill

1902.

TaW.
t

.A

V

I

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that sal
proof will be made before the reglsfc.
or receiver at Santa Fe, New Mex
lco, on March, 18, 1902, viz;
Mrs.
Thomas J. Riley, for the NE of section 11, T. 8 N.. R. 6 E.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Dlonlclo Romero, John R. Humphrey, of making: flour haa riven
in
Juan Lovato, Arch K. Humphrey, all new. and better flour is the result.
of Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

tha

Empress Flour

(Homestead Entry No. C880.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Iand Office at Santa Fe, N. M , March 6,
1902.

is the product of long and carefu
study of the housewife's needs. Onlj
the best of the wheat is used. You
are not using the best If you are not
using Empress.
GET IT AT THE GROCERY.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of bis Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. Commissioner Silvestre Mirabal, at San Rafael, N. M., on April 14, 1902. viz: Vic.
torlo Velasquez, for the EH SW4, E4
NW4. sec. 10, T. 10 N.. R. 8 W.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
206
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Doriaclano Pino, Jose Abeita, Juan
D. Martinez, Corgonio Flgiieroa, all of
Cuburo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
'

J. A. SKINNER
DeUer In

Staple and

Register,

Fancy Groceries
WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

The ICEBERG
Prop.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty

We handle the finest line of Liquors
and Cigars. All patrons and friends

We desire patronage, and we

STEVE LALLINS,

cordially invited to visit the Iceberg.
South Second street.
109-11- 1

BALLING BROS., Proprietors.

guarantee
First strset,

flra.-clas- a

207 6.

f.'V-jurq- ue,

baking.

V
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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Don't mlns the Wizard 0 show tonight at Colombo hall.
Deputy United States Attorney E. L.
Medler was a business visitor at Santa

Butterick
Patterns

yesterday.

V

.1. M. Aldrlch. a prominent merchant
of Manuelito, McKlnley county, was
in Albuquerque today.
The city republican central commit
tee will hold a meeting this evening at
John H. Stingle's law ofllce.
Ben Welller, traveling salesman for
a Denver wholesale grocery house, wag
a passenger to El Paso last night.

S0R0SIS SHOES

Black Cat Hose

R

DLfELD & CO.

UJJ

W. Railroad Ave.
Telephone 259.

IS

Charles Paxton. successful miner at

REAL ECONOMY IN SHOE BUYING
IS NOT SO MUCH IN THE AMOUNT
YOU PAY AS IN WHAT YOU GET
FOR IT. A $3.50 SHOE IS SOME.
TIMES CHEAPER THAN A $1.50
SHOE; DEPENDS ON WHO IS GOING TO WEAR IT AND HOW. THE
POINT WE MAKE IS THIS: WHATEVER YOU PAY FOR A SHOE
WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR
IF YOU BUY SOROSIS
MONEY.
SHOES YOU GET THE BEST SHOE
VALUE IN THE MARKET. WHEN
YOU COME FOR 8HOES ASK FOR
SOROSIS SHOES. WE HAVE THEM.
CON-SIDE-

R

i

OR

year.

Mr. J. W. Granger leaves tomorrow
for Hell Canyon, where there Is quite
a camp established for those that need

the mountain air.

forman of the City
Electric Light works, left last night for
his home at Terre riaute, Ind., for a
short visit with his family.
Edwin Tears, Colorado passenger
agent for the New York Central, is
expected to arrive in his special car
from El Paso tomorrow morning.
J. V. Edwards has presented to ths
public schools some fine pictures of
General Grant. He has also donated
to the library the National Tribune.
Jacob Korber & Co. sold several new
wagons to ranchmen in Tijeras can
yon. The farmers in that portion of
the country appear to have plenty of
S. W. Dietrich,

Pin g;rec & Smith s
Shoes for Women

Albright' Shoes
for Children
Jaeger's Underwear

CO

WF r(ONLY

WE WILL SELL LADIES' KNIT
UNDERWEAR OF ALL KINDS

101 Tl IIS

money.

"THE CUP THAT CHEERS,"

i

CentemerS Gloves

Bland, is in the city. He says that tne
camp will come out an right this

$3.50

i

W. B. Corsets

Ernest Meyers, of the firm of Meyers
Abel company, wholesale liquor and
cigar dealers, was a passenger to San
to Fe this morning. He expects to return tonight.
W. W. Hanson went to Las Vegas
this morning to attend the funeral of
Mi3s Carrie Wean, whoso death occurred at that place at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon.

We have a Specially Selected Stock
of Extre Sized Garmenis for Stout
People. This Sale Includes Our Advance Stock of Summer Underwear

&

"but not Inebriates," is a line written
originally to apply to tea; but the expression adapts itself as well to coffee,
chocolate and cocoa, if of the better
grades the only kind we handle. We'll
be glad to have you order a trial pound
W. P. Metcalf's Columbia bicycle
of either from ua, confident that you was lifted from Ms iront porch lasr
will repeat and increase your demands. night In the small hours. He would
cheerfully part with ten dollars to see
the thief in jail.
County Superintendent F. A. Hubyesterday in Santa Fe in
CO. bell spentof Gila
Forest Reserve SheepInterest
men's association, of which he is secNos. 118 and U0 South Second SL
retary and treasurer.
Mrs. R. Lane and s'.ster Miss Flor
ence Mathlson. who have been visiting
Men's Working Shoes
their brother, R. W. Mathlson for the
'OClOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCyDC
past four months, left this morning for
ICOCXjCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXXJ
their home at Toronto, Can.
T. J. Connors of Colorado Springs
Bring the ladles and children to see
passed through the city this morning
We are showing a new line of workthe Wizard Oil show tonigut at ColomMr.
Paso.
El
from
home
to
his
enroute
ing shoes made from the best selection
Connors has large mining Interests in bo hall.
o
of leather, solid throughout with exboth Old and New Mexico.
You May Match the Price
tra heavy inner and outer soles that
&
Co. has but ycu can't match the coal at the
The firm of B. II. Brlggs
will satisfy you better than other shoes
just finished putting in position a $1,500 price. Handscreened Gallup mine lump
53
soda fountain. The front of each tank 5 per ton. Hahn, both phones.
at the same price. Made for comfort
is of pure Mexican onyx, and the
o
and hard wear.
whole is finished in pure white.
No medicine talk, no long waits at
A valve broke In the vacuum pump the Wizard OH show its all fan.
o
.
of the steam heating plant in FfpteJ
T. Muensterman.
Alvarado last night and the watting
rooms in the depot building were un
this morning.
Patent case oysters, home select, 25c
that fit and wear well: We want you comfortably cold
Prof. C. E. Hlckey last evening de'l- - pint; Blue Points Sue p'.nt, full measto understand that wa have got them
fresh
for men, ered a most Interesting lecture .. on ure solid meat ' guaranteed";
Deming, the gateway to the ' best right here. The best C.shoes
May's
popular "Character Building" before the mem clams 30c pint; crab meat 35c pmt;
women
and
children.
part of Old Mexico.
or
shrimps 20c pifit; fresh salmon, sturpriced shoe store,' 208 West Railroad bers and friends 01 the Dime class
geon, shad, cat fish, smelts, red fish,
Window- shades in all colors and avenue.
the Methodist Episcopal church.
widths at Albert Faber's, 306 Railroad
Duy your blankets and comforters
It behooves the republicans of this flounders, fresh smoked white fish and
Deming, the railroad center of New of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue. city to nominate good men for the city Finnan haddies; fresh tomatoes 15c
Deming, the coming city of New offices. If a gsod tlckei is selected, pound; fresh mushrooms 50 c pound;
Mexico.
Mexico.
the republicans can make a. clean fancy dressed chickens. San Jose MarFresh Cut Flowers.
o
sweep at the approaching city election. ket.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
The horsemen of the city last night
We have a nice assortment of stoves 0 LADIES' EXTRA SIZE VESTS 0
A dollar show for 25 cents at Colom
and tinware and do all kinds of work 0 LOW NECK AND SLEEVE- - 0 decided to postpone the firBt race meet bo hall tonight.
In tin, etc. Wm. Gibbs, 212 Gold ave- 0 LESS; SIZES 7, 8, 9; AN EX- - 0 this spring from March 23 to Marcu
as the horses will be in better con
nue.
0 CEPTIONAL VALUE FOR THE 0 30,
A number of new horses will
i ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE O PRICE
, 0 dltlon.
20 CENTS.
appear at the meet.
B. ILFELD & CO.
OP RIO GRANDE" FLOUR FROM 0
0 A part of the new electric power
OF GENUINE
FLOUR IS
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
evenoperation
put
was
last
in
plant
o
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S BEST.
See the new Gibson waist at the ing. The power was turned into the Rennaissance and Batten- Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue Economist.
motors in the machine shop today burg WorktMtttt
Spring
clothier, for Hanan shoes.
and the entire plant will be in operaline now in.
tion by the last 01 the week.
Treea.
Fruit
AND ORIENTAL EMBROIDERY
If we can come to an understanding
delivered to
shade
trees
Fruit
and
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Eldred, who were
Largest collection of high lass Sy
on the shoe question, we'll sell you any part of the lty. Leave orders at just recently married and have been
Turkish, Egyptian, Soudanese,
some shoes this spring. We under- Citizen office.
honeymoon at Dem rian,
a
spending
short
Algerian, East India hand work, latest
stand that you want good stylish shoes
MAQDALENO MARTINEZ.
ing, with relatives, returned to tne French novelties
ever offered in the
city last night. They expect to make city.
O00000O00J:8S3S333CKtt00000 00003000
Albuquerque their future home.
Silk Kamonas, Embroidered Lambre
Judge Daniel McMlllen of Socorro quins, Cushions, Table Covers, Scarfs,
passenger
10
was a
sania re mis etc., ouave Jackets, Silk bhawls. Dress
morning. The judge, accompanied by Trimings, etc. All the above are emhis son Morton of Buffalo, N. Y., visi- broidered on Bilk and satin with solid
ted the Pueblo Indian village at la- - gold and silver thread.
guna yesterday, returning to AlbuquerGenuine turqouis stones and fine
que last evening. The young man went Turkish jewelry. Turkish silver filigree
to Socorro last night.
Turkish slippers, and a full line of
of California, ae Mexican carved and burned leather
budd
stock
of
the
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest
companied by Mrs. Dumonries and goods.
Turkish Silk Rugs and Slippers,
daughter, who have been on a tour
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
through Old Mexico, stopped off in the Mexican Drawn Work and Oriental
city between trains this morning. They goods.
A. FIKANI,
came up from the south on passenger
at B. Ilfeld & Co.'s store.
No. 22 and left for the west on the
California limited.
RAILROAD AVENUE
Miss Katharine Helmbeck and Miss
Bralthwaite wnl soon open a conser
vatory of music in the rooms in the
n o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o gjQka&&S&&S&a&ovS&fi&
C oon
Commercial club building which were
recently occupied by George Brewer.
:
,
.
p.
Miss Helmbeck will give her time to
physical culture and voice, and Miss
That long delayed shipment of
'Ilraithwaite to harmony and the piano
The old veteran of the civil war, I
D. Williamson, who has secured a position in the government printing office at Washington, left yesterday for
bis future home. Mr. Williamson is
an Oki man and he deserved better
treatment than to be beat out of sever
al dollars by Johnnj McCutchen for
faithful services rendered. Howevef. for which so many are waiting has ar- Johnny is a reformer and lives by
We have Just received the
dead beating printers and other people.
STETSON'S
in
styles
latest
IS
The reception room on the first floor
celebrated hats.
of St. Joseph's sanitarium will be fur
YOUNG'S STIFF HATS,
nlshed by the Hon. Felipe Chaves of
Helen, In memory of his wife. The sum
only $3 and $4; none better
placed at the disposal of the sisters is
made.
sufficient to handsomely furnish the
Boys' and Children's nobby
room. Another of the private rooms National Capital
has been taken, leaving but five, un
suits In endless variety.
212 West Gold Avenue.
provided for. Subscriptions covering
MEN'S SUITC from $10 to
expense of fourteen pews in th
the
$25.
chapel have also been received.
New 'Phone
Old 'Phone
See our line of samples for
59.
152
Many tine sliver presents given away
custom made suits.
tonight.
at
Colombo
hall
o
SUITS TO ORDER, $15
J. W. Edwards
-

J. L. BBLL- &

COME AND BE CONVINCED

$2.50.

'

CITY NEWS.
-

GOOD NEWS
Our spring stock of men's and boys' clothing has nearly all arrived
and we are pleased to be able to announce to the people of Albuquerque
and vicinity that we are not only able to show them the largest and
beat selected line of goods in this part of the country, but also that
we are prepared TO DISCOUNT ALL PRICES ON THE SAME CLASS
OF GOODS, NO MATTER BY WHOM QUOTED.
This Is a broad assertion to make, but we are willing to back it up.
Look at our window and compare goods and prices.

.
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Closing Out Sale

.

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts

HERE ARE A FEW:
A Good mixed Worsted suit...
A dark brown Cheviot suit
A medium grey Casslmere suit..

Ladies

Spring
Arrivals

ELGIN
CREAMERY

BUTTER

30c

lb.

Store,

$40.

o

oooooaooooooooooooo
& SMITH'S
O
PING

O.

E.
3

L Washburn.
i:2 South Second street.

O
O
O
O
O
O

SHOES
REE
FOR WOMEN ARE MARVELS
IN 1 H E ART OF SHOE.M AK1NG.
WORKMANSHIP. FINISH AND
STYLE ARE THEIR POINTS OF
EXCELLENCE.
B. ILFEI.D & CO.

O
O
O
O
O
O
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Progressive

Mortician and Em
bal mer.

Open day and night.

Calls are

promptly attended to.

I Also Htll Monuments
Office and

parlor

m N. Second

910.00
$10.00
$ 10.00

all wool Blue Serge suit
all wool Scotch Cheviot suit
all wool Blue Flannel suit
all wool black Clay suit
Fine nobby Cheviot Worsted suits
Fine stylish novelty Weave suits
Finest business and dress suit, ten styles
Finest dress suits In all new fabrics
Finest dress suits, satin lined
Fine Clay Worsted Prince Alberts
Spring overcoate, all styles, up from

An
An
An
An

..$11.00
$12.00

,$12.00
$13.50
$14.00
$15.00
$18.00
$22.50
$16.50
$10.00

BOYS AND CHILDREN'S SUITS HAVE ALSO ARRIVED AND
WE QUOTE EXTREMELY LOW PRICES ON THEM. OUR LINE
AND WELL 8ELECTED.
OF TROUSERS IS MOST EXTENSIVE
PRICES RANGE FROM $1.50 TO $6.00.
Before buying anything In the clothing and furnishing goods line
'
lij'.Jt.iiS
it will pay you to see

SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
"

$ 8.00

ococoocxxxxxxxocoocra

Whitney
WHOLESALE

SHtzLF
HEAVY

AND

Company
DEALERS IN

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
AND SHEET
CORNICE
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY PLUMBERS. STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
Albuquerque,
COOCOOCOCOOC

New Mexico

CXDCOCXDOCOOOOOCOOOOOOCOOCXDO

MONEY TO LOAN.
OMONEY TO
On diamonds, watches, etc.. or any
good security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Highest cash price paid for household security. Great bargains in watches
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. of every description.
A. H. YANOW,
Deming has now a large ice plant
209 South Second street, few "doors
and electric light system under
north of tcstofEce.

LOANO

